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Preface

This book contains the papers presented at the 8th International Workshop on
Automated Specification and Verification of Web Systems, WWV 2012, which
is held June 16, 2012, as part of DisCoTec 2012, the 7th International Federated
Conference on Distributed Computing Techniques, that includes DAIS 2012, the
12th IFIP International Conference on Distributed Applications and Interoper-
able Systems, COORDINATION 2012, the 14th International Conference on
Coordination Models and Languages, FMOODS/FORTE 2012, the 14th Formal
Methods for Open Object-Based Distributed Systems & Formal Techniques for
Networked and Distributed Systems, CS2Bio 2012, the 3rd International Work-
shop on Interactions between Computer Science and Biology, and ICE 2012, the
5th Interaction and Concurrency Experience. Previous WWV workshops were
held in Reykjavik (2011), Vienna (2010), Hagenberg (2009), Siena (2008), Venice
(2007), Cyprus (2006), and Valencia (2005). Information about the workshop can
be found at: http://users.dsic.upv.es/~jsilva/wwv2012/

The Workshop on Automated Specification and Verification of Web Systems
(WWV) is a yearly workshop that aims to provide an interdisciplinary forum
to facilitate the cross-fertilization and the advancement of hybrid methods that
combine Rule-based programming, Automated software engineering, and Web-
oriented research. Started in 2005, the series of this workshop established itself
as a lively, friendly event with many interactions and discussions.

WWV has a reputation for being a lively, friendly forum for presenting and
discussing work in progress. Formal proceedings are produced only after the sym-
posium so that authors can incorporate this feedback in the published papers.
The WWV 2012 post-proceedings will be published as a volume of the Electronic
Proceedings in Theoretical Computer Science (EPTCS).

This edition, the Programme Committee decided to accept six papers, basing
this choice on their scientific quality, originality, and relevance to the workshop.
Each paper was reviewed by at least three Program Committee members or ex-
ternal referees. In addition to the six contributed papers, this year the workshop
includes the invited talks by two outstanding speakers: José Luiz Fiadeiro (Uni-
versity of Leicester, United Kingdom) and Rocco De Nicola (IMT - Institute for
Advanced Studies Lucca, Italy).

We want to thank the Program Committee members, who worked diligently
to produce high-quality reviews for the submitted papers, as well as all the
external reviewers involved in the paper selection. We are very grateful to the
DisCoTec 2012 General Chair Jim Dowling (KTH, Sweden) and the DisCoTec
2012 Workshops Chair Rui Oliveira (Universidade do Minho, Portugal), and
the local organizers for the great job they did in preparing the workshop. We
would also like to thank Andrei Voronkov for his excellent EasyChair system
that automates many of the tasks involved in chairing a conference.

June, 2012
Stockholm, Sweden

Josep Silva and Francesco Tiezzi
Program Chairs
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Analyzing Consistency of Behavioral REST Web Service
Interfaces

Irum Rauf, Ali Hanzala Khan and Ivan Porres
Åbo Akademi University, Dept. of Information Technologies,Turku, Finland

firstname.lastname@abo.fi

REST web services can offer complex operations that do more than just simply creating, retrieving,
updating and deleting information from a database. We have proposed an approach to design the in-
terfaces of behavioral REST web services by defining a resource and a behavioral model using UML.
In this paper we discuss the consistency between the resource and behavioral models that represent
service states using state invariants. The state invariants are defined as predicates over resources and
describe what are the valid state configurations of a behavioral model. If a state invariant is unsatis-
fiable then there is no valid state configuration containing the state and there is no service that can
implement the service interface. We also show how we can use reasoning tools to determine the
consistency between these design models.

1 Introduction

The design phase of a software development lifecycle is crucial in the development of a reliable software,
since the design models developed in this phase are carried forward to all the other phases. It is therefore
important that these design models are constructed correctly. The design models are created from differ-
ent viewpoints to capture different features of the system under development, since all the features are
difficult to capture in a single model and can make a single model complex. Capturing the system under
development in different models from different viewpoints gives a better and simpler understanding of
the system, but raises the issue of models inconsistency. Models can become inconsistent, if they de-
fine the same system but have contradicting specifications in different models or have specifications that
cannot be satisfied and hence its implementation can have undesirable results. This raises the need for
consistency analysis of design models. The need for consistency analysis of models can rise even if the
models themselves have no errors. Designers may specify certain requirements in different models that
contradict each other and thus, cannot exist together leading to inconsistent diagrams. These mistakes
can lead to implementations that do not provide correct functionality as expected from them.

As the software shifts from software as a product to software as a service, the need for consistency
analysis of design models rises even further since the service users have no control over the software and
completely rely on advertised service specifications. Also, since web services are offered from remote
locations that consumers use via Internet using standard internet protocols, they can be expensive in
terms of bandwidth and other costs. Thus, it is important to deliver services that are reliable and do not
contain unintended design mistakes to avoid undesired results.

In this paper, we discuss a consistency checking approach for the design models of behavioral REST
web service interfaces. REST [5] is an architectural style to design scalable web services which play
well with the existing infrastructure of web. They usually offer simple interfaces that can create, retrieve,
update and delete information from database. However, it is possible to create REST web service inter-
faces that do more than simple CRUD operations. Such beyond CRUD REST interfaces offer different
service states that need to be preserved as the consumer goes through trails of resources.
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In [12], we present a design approach that creates behavioral REST web service interfaces by con-
struction. Designing and publishing a REST web service interface with stateful behavior may involve
many resources and different service states that are dependent on these resources. This can result in
inconsistencies leading to services implementations with unintended behavior. In this paper we present
a consistency checking approach that analyzes the REST design models to detect inconsistent behavior
and as such advises the developer to correct the detected design mistakes and create consistent behavioral
REST web service interfaces. A behavioral interface is said to be consistent if it does not contain any
contradicting specifications and there exists a service that can satisfy it.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of the REST design models and
highlights the inconsistency problem. Section 3 defines the problem of determining the consistency of
REST interface design models and explains our reasoning approach. Section 4 formally defines the
structure of REST design models and Section 5 addresses description logic and OWL 2. In Section 6
we explain the translation of design models in OWL 2 ontology and Section 7 discusses the consistency
analysis using an OWL 2 reasoner. Related work is presented in Section 8 and Section 9 concludes the
paper.

2 REST Design Models and their inconsistencies

REST is a resource-centric architecture and a REST interface exposes resources that can be manipulated
using standard HTTP methods. It offers features of connectivity, addressability, statelessness and uni-
form interface. Connectivity requires that there is no isolated resource and every resource is reachable.
Addressability feature requires that every resource can be reached independently with a URI (path). The
statelessness feature requires that no hidden session or state information is passed in the method calls
and the uniform interface feature requires that the same set of methods (standard HTTP methods) is used
to manipulate all resources. A behavioral REST interface should exhibit all these features of a REST
interface and also provide information on how to use a service, e.g. sequence of method invocations and
effects of service requests on the service.

2.1 Modeling REST behavioral interfaces

We represent a behavioral REST interface with resource and behavioral models using UML class and
protocol state machine diagrams from UML [18], respectively, with some additional constraints to make
them RESTful. For example, Figure 1 and Figure 2 shown in Section 4 depicts a resource model and a
behavioral model for a hotel booking REST web service interface that takes payment from the customer
and books a room in the hotel. The web service reserves a room for the customer and uses a third party
payment service for confirmation. The service can be canceled when it is not processing payment and
can be deleted only if it is canceled.The example is simple to understand and helps in demonstrating
complex service states.

A resource is a piece of information that is exposed via a URI and that can be manipulated with
standard HTTP methods. A resource can be either a collection resource or a normal resource. Collection
resource does not have any attributes of its own and contains a list of other resources, whereas, a normal
resource has its own attributes and represents a piece of information. In our resource model, we represent
resource definitions as classes, such that instance of these resource definitions are termed as resources,
analogous to the relationship between class and its objects in object oriented paradigm. A collection
resource definition is represented by a class with no attributes and a normal resource definition has
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one or more attributes. Each association has a name and minimum and maximum cardinalities. These
cardinalities define the minimum and maximum number of resources that can be part of the association.
We also define a root resource definition in the resource model that represents the service. Root resource
definition is connected to every other resource definition in the behavioral model. In Figure 1, Booking
is the root resource definition.

The behavioral specifications of a REST interface are represented as a behavioral model that repre-
sents different states of a service during its lifecycle, the methods that can be invoked on these resources
and a sequence of these methods invocations. A state in a behavioral model represents the resource con-
figuration of the service at a particular instance of time. A transition (from source state to target state)
with a trigger method indicates the change of service state when an HTTP method with a side effect is
invoked. The only allowed methods in our behavioral model are HTTP GET, PUT, POST and DELETE
methods leading to a uniform interface. Of these methods, GET is idempotent and does not change state
of the service whereas PUT, POST and DELETE have side-effects and can change state of the service.

2.2 Linking Resource and Behavioral Models and Inconsistency Problems

Each service state has a state invariant. We define invariants of states as predicates over resources defined
in the resource model and that can have either true or a false value. For a state to be active, its state in-
variant should be true, otherwise it should be false. When the client makes a service request, it is mapped
to a transition in the behavioral model that has that method as a trigger. The transition is fired from a
source state to a target state. If the state invariant of source state is inconsistent, a service can never exist
in this state and it would be impossible for the implementation of the interface to decide which transition
to take as a result of a service request. For example in Figure 2, the state invariant of state processing-
Payment is sel f .payment�> size() = 1 and payment.waiting = True. If we change its invariant to have
payment.waiting = False, then it could conflict with the state invariant of unpaidBooking, i.e. both the
states can be true at the same time. In this case, if PUT is invoked on payment resource, the imple-
mentation would not know which transition to take. Such inconsistency problems can lead to service
implementations with undesirable behavior.

3 Consistency Analysis

In this section we define the problem of determining the consistency of our REST web service design
models. Our view of model consistency is inspired by the work of Broy et al. [3]. This work considers
the semantics of a UML diagram as their denotation in terms of a so-called system model and defines a
set of diagrams as consistent when the intersection of their semantic interpretation is nonempty.

In our work, we assume that there is a nonempty set DI called the domain containing all the possible
resources and resource configurations in our domain. We propose that a design model depicting a number
of resource and behavioral diagrams is interpreted as a number of subsets of DI representing each
resource definition and each state in the model and as a number of conditions that need to be satisfied by
these sets.

A resource definition is represented by a set R, such that R ✓ DI . A resource r belongs to a resource
definition R iff r 2 R. We also represent each state S in a statechart as a subset of our domain S ✓ DI .
In this interpretation, the state set S represents all the resources in the domain that have such state active,
that is, resource r is in state S iff r 2 S.
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Since resource and behavioral models are represented with class and state machine diagrams respec-
tively, other elements that can appear in a UML model such as generalization of classes, association of
classes, state hierarchy and state invariants are interpreted as additional conditions over the sets repre-
senting resources and states. For example specialization is interpreted as a condition stating that the set
representing a subresource is a subset of the set representing its superresource. These conditions are
described in detail in the next section.

In this interpretation, the problem of design model consistency is then reduced to the problem of
satisfiability of the conjunction of all the conditions derived from the model. If such conditions cannot
be satisfied, then a design model will describe one or more resource definitions that cannot be instantiated
into resources or resources that cannot ever enter a behavioral state in a statechart. This can be considered
a design error, except in the rare occasion that a designer is purposely describing a system that cannot be
realized.

3.1 Reasoning Tool Chain

In order to determine the satisfiability of the concepts represented in our design model, we propose to
represent the resource and behavioral models using a Description Logic, and analyze the satisfiability
of the concepts using an automated reasoning tool. We have chosen OWL 2 DL to represent our UML
models since we consider it is well supported and adopted, and there exist several OWL 2 reasoners for
checking concept satisfiability.

A number of resource models, behavioral models and state invariants are taken as an input. All the
inputs are translated to the OWL 2 DL, a web ontology language [1]. The OWL 2 translation of design
models are passed to a reasoner. The reasoner provides report of unsatisfiable and satisfiable concepts.
Unsatisfiable concepts will reveal resource definitions that cannot be instantiated or behavioral states that
cannot be entered.

We have also implemented tool that generates a) skeleton of REST web services from design models,
b) OWL 2 DL from design models. The generation of REST web service skeleton is implemented using
python in Django web framework [7]. We translate resource and behavioral models into models.py,
urls.py and views.py that are basic files of Django. The skeleton for each resource contains information
on its representation and its relative URI, the allowed methods, and the preconditions and postconditions
for methods that have side-effects. The developer can inspect the generated code and fill in the desired
logic for methods in the generated REST web service skeletons. The tool that generates OWL 2 DL from
design models is discussed later in Section 7.

In order to translate the design models into OWL 2 ontology, we need to first formally define the
structure of our design models.

4 Structure of Behavioral RESTful Interfaces

In this section, we formally define the resource and behavioral models of behavioral REST interfaces
and define the constraints that make them RESTful.

4.1 Structure of Resource Model

The structure of a REST interface is represented with a class diagram from UML [18] with some ad-
ditional constraints. Figure 1 shows the resource model of Hotel Booking REST web service interface.
It has six resources with two collection resources: bookings and rooms, and four normal resources:
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Figure 1: Resource Model for HB RESTful Web Service with Invariants

Booking, Room, Cancellation and Payment. There is no isolated resource definition and every resource
definition is connected via association. Each association has a name and multiplicity constraint.

Definition 1 A resource model RM is defined as a tuple: RM = hR de f ,root,Att,A, l, issubresource,
min,maxi, where R de f is a set of resource definitions, root is the root resource definition and Att is a
set of attributes. Also:

• A is a set of associations where each association connects two resource definitions. We define
association as a relation between two resource definitions, i.e. a : R de f ⇥R de f .

• l(a) gives name of the association. l is defined as an injective function from set of associations A
to L, the set of labels, i.e. l : A ! L. The injective function implies that every association has a
unique name.

• min(a) and max(a) give the minimum and maximum cardinality on association a. They are both
defined as a function from set of associations to natural numbers, i.e.,min : A!N and max : A!N,
such that min(a) max(a).

• issubresource(r1,r) evaluates to true if r1 is a subresource of r. Resource model can have resource
hierarchy in which subresources of a resource inherit the properties and attributes of its parent
resource.

R de f represents resource definition that defines a resource in resource model. The instances of these
resource definitions are resources. The relation between resource definition and its resources is same as
to the relationship between class and its objects in object oriented paradigm where class represents all
the entities that share same set of properties and its object represents its instance.

The set of resource definitions R de f in RM is the union of a collection resource Rc and a normal
resource Rn definitions, i.e. R de f = Rc de f [Rn de f and Rc de f \Rn de f = /0

• Rc de f is a set of collection resource definitions. A collection resource does not contain any
attribute of its own, i.e. Rc de f = {rc 2 Rc de f : 8rc 2 RC ^8att 2 Att : att /2 rc}, where rc is an
instance of collection resource Rc.
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Figure 2: Behavioral Model of HB REST Web Service Interface

• Rn de f is a set of normal resource definitions. We call a resource normal (not collection) if a
resource has at least one attribute, i.e., Rn de f = {rn 2 Rn de f : 9att 2 Att : att 2 rn}

We take a root as a resource definition that represents the service. All other resource definitions are
linked to root and are navigated through it. In Figure 1, we take Booking resource definition as Root.
This root resource definition is accessed with its specific booking Id, i.e., the starting navigation path for
all the resource definitions in resource model is /{bookingId}/.

In order to exhibit features of connectivity and addressability, we constrain our resource model with
the following design decisions.

4.1.1 Connectivity

All resource definitions should be connected via associations and every resource definition is reachable
from the root resource definition such that there is no isolated resource definition or sub-graph. For
example, the resource model in Figure 1 is connected because there is a path from root resource definition
Booking to every other resource definition.

4.1.2 Addressability

The addressability feature of REST interface requires that every resource should have a URI address. We
can retrieve the relative navigation path to a resource definition from resource model by concatenating the
association names of associations that make a path to the resource definition. For example, the payment
resource definition in Figure 1 can be reached via /{bookingId}/payment. We ensure the addressability
feature by constraining each association to have a unique association name and direction. This is implied
by the injective l function defined above. These association names and directions give the addressable
path to the resource definitions and navigation directions.
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4.2 Structure of Behavioral Model

The behavior of a REST interface is represented as a protocol state machine from UML [18] with some
additional constraints. Figure 2 shows the behavioral model of Hotel Booking REST web service inter-
face. A Booking resource is created when POST is called on bookings collection resource. A Booking
is active and unpaid when it is created. When user of the service invokes a PUT on payment resource,
the web service goes to processingPayment state. If the payment is confirmed to be true, it goes to con-
firm state, otherwise it goes back to the unpaidBooking state. The booking cannot be cancelled if it is
processing the payment. When DELETE is invoked on Booking resource from state cancel, it is deleted
from the system.

Definition 2 A behavioral model of REST web service is given as a tuple:
BM = hS, i ,F,T,s ,g, pc, inv, issubstate, trigger,regioni
where S is a set of states, i is the initial state such that i 2 S, F is the set of final states such that F ✓

S, T is a set of transitions and s gives the resource configuration of the web service in a particular state
such that s 2 Â where Â is the set of all possible resource configurations. Also,

• g(s , t) evaluates the guard and pc(s , t) evaluates the postcondition of transition t in state s . They
evaluate to true in case they are not mentioned.

• inv(s,s) evaluates the invariant of state s of a service in state s . The invariant of state s for
a RESTful web service is retrieved by invoking GET method on all resources that are part of
resource configuration in s in state s.

• issubstate(s,s1) evaluates to true if s is a substate of s1.
• trigger(t) gives the trigger method for transition t and is defined as a function, trigger : T !

Trigger, where Trigger = {PUT,POST,DELET E}
• region(s1,s2) is a predicate that returns true if state s1 and s2 belong to the same region.
We make the following main design decisions in the construction of our behavioral interface for

REST web service to address features of REST interface.

4.2.1 Uniform Interface

We only allow HTTP methods GET, PUT, POST and DELETE in our behavioral model. The GET
method is idempotent and has no side-effects. GET method is used to retrieve the state of the resources
that constitute state invariants. The only allowed methods that can trigger a state change in our state
machine are PUT, POST and DELETE.

4.2.2 Statelessness

When a method is invoked, it makes a transition from one service state to another. The statelessness
feature requires that no hidden state or session information should be passed as part of method call such
that each HTTP request is treated as an independent request. This features leads to scalability of web
services. For this feature we require that all the information passed with the method call is either part of
URL or is in request parameters.

Also, in order to define statelessness of REST interface, we define states of a service as predicates
over resources. A state is active when the resource configuration defined in its state invariant is true
otherwise false. We, thus, define service states of a REST web service without violating the statelessness
feature of REST interface.
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5 Description Logic and OWL 2

The Description Logic used in our approach is classified as SROIQ [8]. Description Logic is made up of
concepts, denoted here by C,D, and roles, denoted here by R,Q. A concept or role can be named, also
called atomic, or it can be composed from other concepts and roles.

An interpretation I consists of a non-empty set DI and an interpretation function which assigns a
set CI ✓ DI to every named concept C and a binary relation RI ✓ DI ⇥DI to every named role R.

The constructors of Description Logic are as follows:

>I = DI (8R.C)I = {x | 8y.(x,y) 2 RI ! y 2CI }
?I = /0 (9R.C)I = {x | 9y.(x,y) 2 RI ^ y 2CI }

( negC)I = DI \CI (� nR)I = {x | #{y | (x,y) 2 RI }� n}
(R�)I = {(y,x) | (x,y) 2 RI } ( nR)I = {x | #{y | (x,y) 2 RI } n}

(CuD)I =CI \DI (CtD)I =CI [DI

where #X is the cardinality of X . Axioms in DL can be either inclusions C v D,C v D or equalities
C ⌘ D, R ⌘ Q.

An interpretation satisfies an inclusion C v D if CI ✓ DI and an inclusion R v Q if RI ✓ QI . An
interpretation satisfies an equality C ⌘ D if CI = DI and an equality R ⌘ Q if RI = QI . I satisfies a
set of axioms if it satisfies each axiom individually – I is then said to be a model of the set of axioms.
Given a set of axioms K , a named concept C is said to be satisfiable if there exists at least one model I
of K in which CI 6= /0. A set of axioms is said to be satisfiable if all of the named concepts that appear
in the set are satisfiable. If a set of axioms K is satisfiable, we say that an axiom f is satisfiable (with
respect to K ) if K [{f} is satisfiable. Similarly, we say that f is unsatisfiable (w.r.t. K ) if K [{f}
is unsatisfiable.

The decidability of SROIQ is demonstrated by Horrocks et al. [8] and there exist several reasoners
that can process answer satisfiability problems automatically [14, 13, 17].

5.1 OWL 2 Functional Syntax

For practical reasons, we use the OWL 2 functional syntax (OWL2fs) [1] as the language used as an
input for the reasoners and in the text of this article. The interpretation of the main OWL 2 expressions
used in this article is presented in the following table. A complete description of the semantics OWL 2,
including support for data types can be found in [2].

SubClassOf(C1 C2) C1 vC2
EquivalentClasses(C1 C2) C1 ⌘C2
DisjointClasses(C1 C2) C1 uC2 = /0
ObjectPropertyDomain(P C) 8R�1.C
ObjectPropertyRange(P C) 8R.C
ObjectMinCardinality( n P) � nR
ObjectMaxCardinality( n P)  nR
ObjectExactCardinality(n P) (� nR)u ( nR)

In the next section, we discuss and translate the structure of a resource and behavioral model with
state invariants over the sets representing resource definitions and states into OWL 2 DL.
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6 From Resource and Behavioral Diagrams to OWL 2 DL

In order to check the satisfiability of resource definitions in a resource model, we need to first translate all
resource definitions and their associations into OWL 2 ontology, and then validate the OWL 2 ontology
using an OWL 2 reasoner. In this section we only present the translation of those concepts of resource
model which are required for the validation of the behavioral model such as: resource definitions, asso-
ciation, multiplicity and attributes.

6.1 Resource Model in OWL 2

Each resource in a conceptual model is shown as a class in an ontology and an association as an object
property. A class in OWL 2 is a set of individuals and ObjectProperty connect pair of individuals[1].
According to the definition of a resource model given in Definition 1, we need to map these concepts
in OWL 2 DL: resource definitions and their specializations, attributes, associations and association
multiplicities.

6.1.1 Resource Specification and Hierarchy

A resource definition in a resource model represents a collection of resources which share same features,
constraints and definition. For each resource definition R de f in RM, we define an OWL 2 axiom:
Declaration(Class(R def))

issubresource(r1,r) is true if r1 is a subresource of resource r. We explicitly define the hierarchy
of resources in OWL 2 between resources. The specialization of resources represented as classes is
reduced to the set inclusion. We represent the fact that a resource definition R1 is a specialization of
resource definition R2 with the condition R1 ✓ R2. In this case we say that R2 is a super resource of R1,
analogous to superclass in UML class diagram. If two resource definitions R1 and R2 have a common
super resource, or R2 is the super resource of R1 we say that they are in a specialization relation. The
specialization relation R1 ✓ R2 is translated in OWL 2 as:

SubClassOf( R1 R2 )

Each resource definition at the same hierarchical level in resource model represents a different piece
of information. We assume that a resource cannot belong to two resource definitions, except when
these two resource definitions are in a specialization relation. In our semantic interpretation of a resource
diagram, it is equally important to denote the facts that two resource definitions are not in a specialization
relation. We represent the fact that two resources R1 and R2 are not in a specialization relation with the
condition R1\R2 = /0. With this condition, a resource cannot belong to these two resource definitions
simultaneously. Due to the open-world assumption used in Description Logic, we need to explicitly state
this fact in OWL 2, i.e. for resource definitions R1...Rn at same hierarchical level we define disjointness
in OWL 2 as:

DisjointClasses( R1..Rn )

6.1.2 Attributes

In our resource model, a collection resource does not have any attribute and a normal resource should
have at least one attribute. So we define attribute att of a normal resource r of type D as DataProperty(att)
with domain as r and range as D. We do not need to give any attribute definition for collection resources
because OWL 2 has open world assumption and that which is not mentioned is not considered. So by
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simply not mentioning collection resources with any attributes is sufficient. However, for every normal
resource, each of its attributes is defined in OWL 2. Attributes usually have a multiplicity restriction to
one value. Hence, the attribute definition att in OWL 2 is given as:

Declaration(DataProperty( att ))

SubClassOf(C DataExactCardinality(1 att ))

DataPropertyDomain( att r )

DataPropertyRange( att D )

6.1.3 Association

An association is a relation between two resource definitions, r1 and r2 and name of association is its
label l. For each association a in A, we define ObjectProperty axiom with label l and r1 as its domain
and r2 as its range,i.e., for a(r1,r2) with l(a), we give OWL 2 definition as:

• l maps to OWL 2 axiom Declaration(ObjectProperty(l))

• r1 maps to OWL 2 axiom ObjectPropertyDomain(l r1)

• r2 maps to OWL 2 axiom ObjectPropertyRange(l r2)

min(a) and max(a) give minimum and maximum cardinality of association a. It defines the number
of allowed resources that can be part of the association. We represent a directed binary association A
from resource definition R1 to R2 as a relation A : R1xR2. The multiplicity of the association defines
additional conditions over this relation #{y|(x,y) 2 A}� min, #{y|(x,y) 2 A} max. If an association a
has minimum cardinality min and maximum cardinality max for resource r, we define it in OWL 2 as:

SubClassOf( r ObjectMinCardinality( min a ) )

SubClassOf( r ObjectMaxCardinality( max a ) )

6.2 Behavioral Model in OWL 2

A behavioral model provides the behavioral interface of a web service and defines the sequence of method
invocations, the conditions under which they can be invoked and their expected results. To check the
satisfiability of state invariants in a behavioral model, we need to translate the states and their invariants
into OWL 2. The translation of the state and the state invariant includes the reference of resources
and their attributes so we translate a behavioral model in the same ontology that contains the OWL 2
translation of a resource model.

We need to cover following concepts of our behavioral model in OWL 2: state, state hierarchy, state
disjointness and state invariant.

6.2.1 State and State Hierarchy

A state in behavioral model is a concept that defines the state of the service. We represent a state of
behavioral model as a set of resources that have that state active. A set representing a state will be a
subset of the set represented with the root resource associated to the behavioral model, since all the
resources that can have the state active belong to the root resource r. That is, if the state S belong to a
state machine associated to root resource r, then S ✓ r. We represent this in OWL 2 as follows:

Declaration(Class(S))

SubClassOf( S r )
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State hierarchy is also represented using set inclusion. Whenever a substate is active, its containing state
is also active. This implies that if a resource belongs to a set representing the substate will also belong to
the set representing the super state, sub ✓ S. We define each substate relationship explicitly in OWL 2.
For each state sub that is a substate of composite state s, i.e. issubstate(sub,s), we define OWL 2 axiom
as:

SubClassOf( sub s )

The states at same hierarchical level represent different resource configurations such that only one
state can be active at same time. The composite states with non-orthogonal regions also follow the same
principle, i.e. only one state can be active at same hierarchical level. This means that a resource cannot
be at the same time in the two sets representing two exclusive states, i.e. if S1 and S2 represents substates
of an active and not orthogonal composite state then S1 \S2 = /0. When representing a state machine in
OWL 2, the non-orthogonal exclusive states are declared as disjoint, so that they may not able to share
any resource.

DisjointClasses( S1..Sn )

In a composite state with orthogonal regions, two or more states can be active at the same time if they
belong to two or more different regions of composite state, i.e, if R1 and R2 are the regions of an active
and orthogonal composite state S then R1 [R2 = S. We should note that if region(s1) 6= region(s2) then
they are not exclusive and S1 \ S2 6= /0. Due to the open-word assumption of DL we donot need to
define this non-exclusiveness since classes may represent same set of instances unless they are explicitly
declared as disjoint.

6.3 State invariant into OWL 2 DL

The invariant condition characterizes the state, i.e., if the invariant condition holds the state is active,
otherwise if the invariant condition does not hold the state is not active.

In our approach we represent an invariant as a set of resources that makes that invariant evaluate to
true. Since the invariant holds iff the associated state is active, the set representing a state will be the
same as the set representing an invariant. This is represented in OWL 2 as an equivalent class relation
between the state and its invariant:

EquivalentClasses(S Invariant)

Due to the equivalent relationship between state and its invariant, all resources that fulfill the condition
of its state invariant will also be in that specific state.

6.3.1 State Constraints

Our behavioral model is represented by a UML protocol state machine with additional constraints. The
UML allows us to define additional constraints to a state, and names these constraints also state invariants.
However, the semantics of a state constraint is more relaxed since it “specifies conditions that are always
true when this state is the current state” ([11], p.562). In this sense, the state constraints define necessary
conditions for a state to be active, but not sufficient. This means that, the actual state invariant may
remain implicit. However, we consider a state invariant as a predicate characterizing a state. That is, a
state will be active if and only if its state invariant holds.

The UML Superstructure specification requires that whenever a state is active its state invariant eval-
uates to true ([11],p.562). A consequence of this is that state invariants should be satisfiable. That is,
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every state invariant in a state machine must hold in at least one resource configuration. Otherwise there
cannot be resources that have such state active. Since invariants should be satisfiable, the set of resources
S representing a state should not be empty S 6= /0.

6.4 State Constraints in µ OCL

A state invariant is a runtime constraint on the state ([11],p.514). It is used to express a number of
constraints, such as the restriction on the values of resource attributes or the restriction on the existence
of resources by using the multiplicity constraint of the associations. These constraints are combined
by using boolean operators. We have used a subset of OCL to define state invariants in state machine
diagrams. In this section, we will discuss and translate the different types of OCL constructs supported
in our approach.

6.4.1 Attribute Constraints

The value of the attribute is accessed in OCL by using a keyword sel f or by using a class (resource)
reference ([10],p.15), the value constraint of the attribute Att is written in OCL as self.Att=Value,
meaning {x|(x,Value) 2 Att}, where Value represents the attribute value. The OCL attribute value con-
straint sel f .Att =Value is mapped to OWL 2 axiom DataHasValue as follows:

DataHasValue(Att "Value"^^datatype )

where Att is the name of the attribute, Value is the value of the attribute, and datatype is the datatype of
the attribute Value.

6.4.2 Multiplicity Constraints

The multiplicity of an association is accessed by using size() operation in OCL ([10],p.144). The mul-
tiplicity constraint on the association A in OCL is written as self.A->size()=Value, where Value
is a positive integer and represents the number of allowable resources of the range resource defini-
tion of the association A. We can use a number of value restriction infix operators with size() oper-
ation such as =, >=, <=, < and >. The multiplicity constraint on an association A is defined as
{x|#{y|(x,y) 2 A}OP Value}, where OP is the infix operator and Value is a positive integer. The trans-
lation of size() operation in OWL 2 is based on the infix operator used with the size() operation, such
as:

• ”size()>=” or ”size()>” is mapped to OWL 2 axiom: Ob jectMinCardinality
• ”size()<=” or ”size()<” is mapped to OWL 2 axiom: Ob jectMaxCardinality
• ”size() =” is mapped to OWL 2 axiom: Ob jectExactCardinality

For example, the OCL constraint sel f .A� > size() = Value, in which A is the name of an association
and Value is a positive integer, is written in OWL 2 as:

ObjectExactCardinality(Value A)

6.4.3 Boolean Operators

The constraints in a state invariant are written in form of a boolean expression, and joined by using the
boolean operators, such as ”and” and ”or” ([10],p.144).
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• The binary ”and” operator evaluates to true when both boolean expressions Ex1 and Ex2 are true.
In our translation this is represented by the intersection of the sets that represent both expressions
Ex1 \Ex2. This is represented OWL 2 as ObjectIntersectionOf(Ex1 Ex2).

• The binary ”or” operator evaluates to true when at least one of the boolean expression Ex1 or Ex2
is true. In our translation this is represented by the union of the sets that represent both expressions
Ex1 [Ex2. This is represented OWL 2 as ObjectUniounOf(Ex1 Ex2)

7 Consistency Analysis using an OWL 2 Reasoning Tool

We have defined earlier the satisfiability of our design models in Sect. 3 and 5. The consistency analysis
of resource and behavioral models is reduced to the satisfiability of the conjunction of all the conditions
derived from the model. In order to determine the satisfiability of the conditions represented in design
models, we first translate the resource and behavioral models into an OWL 2 ontology, then use an
OWL 2 reasoner to analyze the satisfiability of translated concepts.

To translate the resource and behavioral models into OWL 2 ontology, we have implemented the
translations of resource and behavioral diagrams in OWL 2, discussed in Sect. 6, in form of a transla-
tion tool. We have used Python programming language for the implementation of the prototype of the
translation tool. The implemented translation tool allows us to automatically transform a resource and
behavioral model into OWL 2 DL. The translator takes these models and µOCL state invariant as an in-
put in the form of XMI. The XMI is generated by using a modeling tool, Magicdraw. The XMI generated
by the modeling tool contains the source code of both resource and behavioral model in form of XML.
While modeling in a modeling tool we have used µOCL to express the state invariants in a behavioral
model. The state invariant written in µOCL is also part of a XMI generated by the modeling tool. More-
over, the output of an implemented translation tool is an ontology file, which contain the transformed
resource model, behavioral model and state invariants in from of OWL 2 functional syntax.

After translating the design models and state invariants into OWL 2 ontology by using the imple-
mented translation tool, we will validate the output ontology by using an OWL 2 reasoner. The OWL 2
reasoner analyzes different facts presented as axioms in the ontology and infers logical consequences
from them. When we give our ontology to the reasoner, it generates satisfiability report indicating which
concepts are satisfiable and which not. If the ontology has one or more unsatisfiable concepts, this means
that the instance of any unsatisfiable concept will make the whole ontology inconsistent, consequently,
an instance of the resource definition describing an unsatisfiable concept in a resource diagram will not
exist, or resources will not enter in a state describing an unsatisfiable condition, and vice versa. However,
the ontology generated by the translation tool is in OWL 2 functional syntax, therefore, the satisfiabil-
ity of the translated concepts can be checked by using any OWL 2 reasoner which supports OWL 2
functional syntax.

8 Related Work

Consistency analysis and checking of design models has been studied by number of researchers in the
past but in the area of web services it has not been researched very extensively, especially in the area of
REST web services, we were unable to find any consistency checking approaches. However, in the area
of consistency checking for web services following works are noteworthy.

Yin et al. use type theory to verify consistency of web services behavior in [19]. The paper addresses
web services choreography. It analyzes structure of service behavior and uses extended MTT, which is
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a constructive type theory, to formally describe service behavior. The procedures of deductions are then
given that verify the suitability between services along with discussion on type rules for subtype, duality
and consistency of web services behavior.

In [15] and [16], Tsai et al. present a specification based robust testing framework for web services.
The approach first uses an event driven modeling and specification language to specify web services and
then uses a completeness and consistency (C & C) approach to analyze them. Based on these positive
and negative test cases are generated for robustness testing. The approach assumes that web services are
specified in OWL-S. The approach aims towards testing of web services but C&C analysis is performed
on OWL-S specification that was point of interest for us. The approach identifies missing conditions
and events, whereas, our approach checks the structure of web services and validates implementation of
service requests. In [4], Xiaoxia verify the service oriented requirements using model checking. The
service-oriented computer independent model is used to structure the requirements and then automated
model checking is done to do completeness and consistency checking of requirements. It provides formal
definition of completeness checking as a check that all the required service are included in model and
does not give any specific consistency checking constraint except the requirement relation applied on an
example.

In [9], Nentwich et al. present a static consistency checking approach for distributed specifications. It
describes xlinkit framework that provides a distribution-transparent language for expressing constraints
between web service specifications. It provides semantics for constraints that allow the generation of
hyperlinks between inconsistent elements. The implementation of xlinkit is done on light-weight web
service using XML.

In [6], Heckel et al. present a model-based consistency management approach for web service ar-
chitectures. They advocate use of UML class and activity diagrams for modeling web services. The
consistency problems are then identified in UML based development process. For each consistency
problem a partial formalization into a suitable semantic domain is done and a consistency check is de-
fined. The consistency problems identified include syntactic correctness and deadlock freedom. Based
on these, those activity diagrams are identified that are relevant to consistency checks. These are partially
translated to CSP which are then assembled in a single file and handed over directly to model checker.
The paper outlines a good consistency management approach for web services architecture that needs
concrete development of different steps defined in the paper.

9 Conclusion

A REST interface can do more than simply creating, retrieving, updating and deleting data from a
database. Designing behavioral interface for such web services that provide different states of the service
and offer REST interface features is an interesting design challenge since it can involve many resources
and resource configurations that define different states of the service. In this paper, we address how to an-
alyze the consistency of design models that create behavioral REST interfaces. We check the consistency
of resource and behavioral diagrams with state invariants using OWL 2 reasoners. The structure of both
the diagrams is formally defined and translated to OWL 2 ontology. The ontology is given to an ontology
reasoner that checks the ontology for any unsatisfiable concepts. The unsatisfiable concepts indicate the
design errors that can cause undesirable behavior in the implementation of the service. The approach is
automated as we provide prototype tools that generate web service skeletons and OWL 2 ontology from
the design models. Also, thanks to existing OWL 2 reasoners the generation of satisfiability report for
our OWL 2 ontology is also automated that is analyzed to check the consistency of design models.
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In our future work, we plan to take into account guards on transitions in the consistency analysis of
our design models.
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This paper introduces Jasper, a web programming framework which allows web applications to be
developed in an essentially platform indepedent manner and which is also suited to a formal treat-
ment. It outlines Jasper conceptually and shows how Jasper is implemented on several commonplace
platforms. It also introduces the Jasper Music Store, a web application powered by Jasper and imple-
mented on each of these platforms. And it briefly describes a formal treatment and outlines the tools
and languages planned that will allow this treatment to be automated.

1 Introduction

These days a web application may span both server and client side. Facebook is a good example, with
much of the site’s functionality being implemented using JavaScript and executed in the browser. Com-
munication between client and server sides is also, typically, not just characterised by requests from the
browser, requests are also made by JavaScript in the form of Ajax calls. It is not at all obvious, for
example, that Facebook fakes conventional browser requests. Clicking on menu items appears to result
in such conventional requests being made, since the whole page seems to change, but in fact these are
often Ajax calls and the whole page is changed dynamically, rather than a new page being served. In
this way the chat pane can remain “on top”, while the page changes “underneath”. Such techniques
used to characterise what were known as rich web applications but they are becoming so commonplace
nowadays that a rich web application might be considered the norm.

The Jasper framework does not encompass such rich web applications, at least not directly. It is
solely a server side framework. This is not to say that a Jasper web application cannot support Ajax
calls. These calls are no more than HTTP requests, after all. However, considering web application
programming from a Jasper point of view does not, at least not directly, include consideration of code
executed on the client side. Handling HTTP requests regardless of where they originate and generating
responses is primarily what Jasper is about.

Looking at the most commonplace languages used in server side programming today it is clear that
there are as many similarities as their are differences between them. Syntactic differences hide the fact
that for non-specific purposes their operation is practically the same. Furthermore, if the problem to be
solved does not change across platforms, there is good reason to expect that the respective solutions bear
similarities, too. Jasper’s approach therefore is to distill patterns inherent in the operation of simple web
applications into patterns and techniques that are not tied to any particular platform.

The contributions of this paper therefore are: firstly, to introduce the Jasper web programming frame-
work; secondly, to demonstrate by way of concrete implementations that it is possible to approach web
programming in an essentially platform indepedent manner; and thirdly, to show that it is possible to
reason formally about these types of web applications.
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1.1 Resources

Jasper has a dedicated website [17] which includes an API reference, tutorials, and more. There is also a
demonstration site, called the Jasper Music Store [16]. The source distributions for both the Jasper API
and Jasper Music Store can be downloaded from the Jasper web site. In the interests of brevity many
listings have been omitted from this paper. The online API documentation [18] contains listings of the
core API classes, however.

1.2 How this paper is organised

After this introdution, the preliminaries section defines the notions of server context and active content,
then gives a brief overview of Jasper’s components. The next three sections explain Jasper in detail. The
implementation section details running a Jasper website on each of the supported platforms and touches
on configuration issues. The section on the Jasper Music Store explains how this demonstration site
attains a suprising degree of platform independence. The formal treatment section outlines very briefly
the theory related to Jasper. There then follows a related work section. Finally, the conclusions and
future work section is followed by the acknowledgements.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Web application contexts and active content

Typically the interaction between a web browser and a web server is carried out by way of the HTTP
protocol. Consider the following URL:
http :// www.examplesite.com/test/index.html

Typing this URL into a browser address bar instructs the browser to send an HTTP GET request to the
www.examplesite.com website. Such a slimmed down request looks like this:
GET /test/index.html HTTP /1.1

Literally, the browser asks “get me the resource located at /test/index.html”. In order to serve the re-
source, the server must find it on its file system. To do this, the resource URI is broken down into the
web application path and the resource name, in this case ‘/test/’ and ‘index.html’, respectively. The
web application path is then mapped to a location on the file system, ‘/home/usr/www/test’, for exam-
ple. This mapping, or ordered pair (web application path, server file system location)

is called the server context. This is always set, in a variety of ways, for any web application, on any
platform.

The content served by the mechanism outlined above is known as static content. In these cases
resources are simply files, and these, once located, are delivered to the browser as-is. Most content is
served actively, however, in the sense that the server software or software that it employs to deliver the
content typically does one of two things:

1. Restricts the content, serving it only to authenticated users

2. Modifies the content in some way before returning it

A program or script that the server invokes in order to serve content actively is called an active server
process, or server process for short. A server process might be, for example, a Java servlet; a C# DLL
invoked from an ASPX page; a Perl script invoked via the CGI interface; or a PHP script. Active
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content should not be confused with dynamic content, which usually implies content that is generated by
JavaScript executing on the client side.

2.2 Jasper’s components

The Jasper distribution comprises an API, example code and online documentation. The API and ex-
ample code are implemented on four commonplace web programming platforms, namely Java/servlets,
C#/ASP.net, PHP and Perl/CGI.

The API consists of core and extension classes. The seven core classes include five template classes
plus the Form and Config classes. Essentially these classes implement a very simple template engine.
The extension classes, around a dozen in total, abstract the platform specifics to leave the core and
example code identical across platforms apart from syntactic differences. There is an extension class to
handle regular expressions, for example, and one to provide a basic interface to the MySQL database.

The example code comprises the source code and supporting files for a very simple web application
that presents the user with a feedback form and sends an email upon this form’s successful validation.
The online documentation details the steps required to build this application, therefore giving a practical
introduction to programming with Jasper. It also contains some platform specific notes and other helpful
information.

3 Jasper’s core classes

This section outlines the methods and patterns in the core API and justifies them in a series of steps.
Step 1:Active server processes are instructed to serve a resource in much the same way that a server

is instructed when serving a static resource. It is likely that the resource needs to be restricted or modified
in some way, but this is beside the point. The point is, at the risk of repetition, that a server process is
always required to return a specific, named resource.

This is not always the case, but should be. PHP and Perl can be embedded within the resource itself,
for example. Similarly with C# and ASPX pages. And Java can be embedded within JSP pages. For all
but the most trivial of web applications, however, this is a questionable approach, for two reasons. Firstly,
embedding one language in another in the same file makes it difficult to read and maintain. In the case of
ASPX pages, for example, this approach can involve a whole new set of programming objects with their
associated markup. Secondly, and more fundamentally, embedding code in a resource breaks the two
rules for active content given in section 2.3. You cannot easily restrict a resource if the code for doing so
is embedded within it, for example. Consider a page that only gets shown if a user is authenticated. The
user requests the page, which must execute, at least partially. Code within it, once appraised of the fact
that the user is not authenticated, must either send an HTTP redirect to instruct the browser to load an
alternate page or must suppress the content of the page somehow, perhaps by wiping the output buffer,
and then instead show the content of the alternate page by some means. Both solutions are unsatisfactory.

Moving on, from now on this paper will be concerned with HTML files as resources. In fact the
presence of HTML markup makes no difference to the reasoning that follows, as Jasper server processes
take no notice of it. To a Jasper server process, an HTML file is simply a text file. Text files are used
here because they admit both restriction and modification. Binary files typically admit only the former.

Step 2:Active server processes modify a text file by searching for specific markup and replacing this
markup with actively generated content.
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The markup can be chosen so as not to conflict with HTML or any other commonplace markup.
Jasper markup is characterised by what are called tokens, which are content enclosed in a double set of
square braces. Here is some example HTML with such a token:
<p>The current date is <strong >[[ vCurrentDate ]]</strong ></p>

This, once modified, might appear as the following:
<p>The current date is <strong >10th May 2011</ strong ></p>

Note that the HTML markup remains intact. HTML or other text files with such markup are known as
template files.

Step 3:In order to process a template file, an active server process must read it line by line, and
process each line before concatenating the results and returning them.

This step gives rise to the process file() method of the TemplatePlain class, which passes each
line to the process line() method of the Template class before concatening the results and returning
them. It makes use of the File and FileUtils classes, two of the Jasper API’s extension classes, of
which there are around ten. As mentioned in the introduction, the purpose of the extension classes is
to abstract the platform specifics so that the core classes and the remainder of the classes of the web
application can be written in a platform independent way.

Step 4:In order to process a line of a template file, an active server process must find all of the
tokens in the line and process each, before concatenating the results in order, together with the content
in between. The resulting string is then returned.

This step gives rise to the aforementioned process line() method of the Template class. A
regular expression matches tokens, the contents of which are passed to a process token() method.
Native functionality is again wrapped in extension classes, the RegEx and RegExResult classes in this
case.

Before taking any more steps, list files are introduced. Since web applications often have to form
query strings, list files provide a way to make them readable, and to form them actively. Consider the
following list file:
name =[[ name]]
message =[[ message ]]

If the tokens are replaced with the appropriate active content, the content either side of the equals sign
escaped, and then the lines concatenated and separated by ampersands, the following query string might
result:
name=James+Smith&message=Hello ,+world !!

This functionality is implemented by the process file() method of the TemplateList class. In
a similar vein to the process file() method of the TemplatePlain class, each line is passed to the
process line() method of the Template class before being processed further.

Step 5:Web applications rely on name-value pairs of textual content for configuration. Configuration
files are parsed by an active server process whenever it executes. In order to make these configuration
variables available to the server process, it is natural to place them in an associative array.

From this step comes a simple configuration file format:
#xSuppressSQLLogging=TRUE

gFeedbackSenderName=Site feedback
gFeedbackSubject=Site feedback

smtpHost=localhost
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Date date = new Date ( ) ;
TemplateHTML temp la teh tm l = new TemplateHTML ( ) ;

p rops { ”VAR. vCur rentDate ” } = date . cu r r en tDa t e . t o S t r i n g ( ) ;
s t r i n g r e t = temp la t eh tm l . p r o c e s s f i l e ( p rops { ”CONFIG . r o o tD i r ” } +

” temp la t e / i n c /” +
” date ” +

” . html ” , p rops ) ;
un se t ( p rops { ”VAR. vCur rentDate ” } ) ;

Listing 3.1: Echoing the current date

Configuration files are processed by the parse() method of the Config class, which prepends the
‘CONFIG.’ string to the names of the configuration variables before placing them in an associative array.

Step 6:Web applications should have access to form variables, unless they are uploaded files or other
such binary data, by the same means that gives them access to configuration variables.

The parse() method of the Form class is responsible for retrieving form variables and placing
them in an associative array. Since these variables are usually held in the same associative array as
configuration variables, this method prepends the ‘FORM.’ string to the names of form variables, in
order to differentiate between the two. The body of this method is necessarily platform specific.

Step 7:Web applications should be able to add temporary variables to the same associative array
that holds form and configuration variables, in order to echo them in template and list files.

Consider again part of a template file:
<p>The current date is <strong >[[ vCurrentDate ]]</strong ></p>

Listing 3.1 demonstrates how a Jasper server process can process this file. The ‘VAR.’ string is prepended
to the names of temporary variables, in order to differentiate them from form and configuration variables.
Temporary variables are also typically removed from the associative array immediately once they are no
longer needed, hence their name. The language here is known as concrete pseudo-code, by the way,
called as such because it very closely resembles the concreate languages in which Jasper is written.

The associative array that holds configuration, form and temporary variables is passed as the last
parameter to the majority of the methods in a Jasper server process and for this reason is known as the
global properties array. It plays a fundamental role in reasoning formally about Jasper web applications.
The process token() methods of the TemplateHTML and TemplateGET classes, identical in both
cases, echo the values of temporary, form and configuration varables in that order.

To summarise, the core of Jasper’s API comprises the Form and Config classes, together with the
five template classes. Because the extension classes do nothing but abstract native functionality, by
default Jasper does nothing more than echo the values of temporary, form and configuration variables in
template and list files.

4 Extending the core template hierarchy

This section shows how the core template hierarchy can be extended to add support for custom tokens
both to create hyperlinks and for form validation.

In practice there is never any need to extend Jasper’s default functionality in relation to list files, in all
cases simply being able to echo the values of configuration and temporary variables is enough. In the case
of template files, however, it is natural to override the process token() method of the TemplateHTML
class in order to support custom tokens.
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The first custom tokens to be considered are a ‘[[MAIN]]’ token, which results in the URI of a server
process; and a ‘[[PAGE:...]]’ token, which results in a query string to instruct a server process which
template file to process. The process token() method of the TemplateBase class, which usually
extends the TemplateHTML class, implements this functionality. If the token passed to this method
is not matched, the process token() method of the subclass is called. In this way, Jasper’s default
token functionality results. This is typical, with process token() methods nearly always calling the
process token() method of their subclass should they fail to match the token themselves.

The ‘main.html’ template file has three tokens to echo the value of configuration variables and
thereby create a URI of a server process:

[[ appPath ]][[ procPath ]]main[[ procExt ]]

The server process here is called ‘main’. A Jasper web application typically has from one to a dozen
uniquely named server processes, rather than having one entry point.

The list file to create the query string contains just one token to echo the value of the temporary
variable:

page =[[ vPage ]]

With the TemplateBase class it is now possible to add custom tokens in the following way:

<a href ="[[ MAIN ]]?[[ PAGE:test]]">Test page </a>

Next, a token is added to include a simple feedback form. The process token() method of the
TemplateMain class, shown in listing 4.1, which usually extends the TemplateBase class, processes
this token. At this level, each custom token typically has an associated class.

The template HTML for the feedback form includes several tokens:

<form action ="[[ MAIN ]]" method ="POST">

<span >Your full name:</span ><span class =" exclaim ">[[ EXCLAIM:fullname ]]</span >
<input type="text" name=" fullname" value ="[[ fullname ]]"/>

<span >Your comments:</span ><span class =" exclaim ">[[ EXCLAIM:comments ]]</span >
<textarea name=" comments ">[[ comments ]]</textarea >

<input type=" hidden" name="page" value ="[[ page ]]"/>
<input type=" hidden" name=" command" value =" FEEDBACK"/>
<input type=" submit" value =" SUBMIT"/>

<span class=" error ">[[ERROR ]]</span >

<form/>

The ‘[[fullname]]’ ,‘[[comments]]’, and ‘[[page]]’ tokens echo the value of form variables. The
‘[[EXCLAIM:...]]’ and ‘[[ERROR]]’ tokens, on the other hand, provide functionality specific to form
validation, and are implemented in the TemplateFormErrors class. This extends the TemplateForm

class, which itself processes custom tokens to support radio buttons, check boxes and drop down lists.
The ‘[[EXCLAIM:...]]’ token prints an exclamation mark corresponding to an invalid form field when
necessary, whilst the ‘[[ERROR]]’ token prints the related error. Temporary variables are used to store
the name of the invalid field and the associated error message.
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c l a s s TemplateMain ex t end s TemplateBase {

f u n c t i o n p r o c e s s t o k e n ( token , p rops ) {
i f ( S t r i n g U t i l s . e q u a l s ( token , ”FEEDBACK FORM” ) ) {

r e t u r n ( FeedbackForm . p r o c e s s ( p rops ) ) ;
}
r e t u r n ( pa r en t . p r o c e s s t o k e n ( token , p rops ) ) ;

}
}

Listing 4.1: The process token() method of the TemplateMain class

The TemplateFormErrors class is rarely if ever extended. On the other hand the TemplateBase

class might be expanded in practice to support several server processes and the TemplateMain class
could well, in a production web application, support over a hundred custom tokens, each corresponding
to a form or other such element such as a list or a menu.

5 Form handling

This section describes preprocessing and a standard way to handle forms. It concludes with an overview
of the architecture of a simple Jasper web application.

Form submissions need to be handled before a page’s active content is generated because they may
have a bearing on which page is shown. If a feedback form’s fields are valid, for example, a web
application may show a confirmation page rather than show the form again. The functionality associated
with handling forms and generating active content is known as preprocessing.

Preprocessing is typically carried out by a dedicated class and its dependent classes. A suitable
PreProcess class for handling the feedback form is shown in listing 5.1. Depending on the value
returned by the preprocess() method of the FeedbackForm class, the PreProcess class will alter the
supplied value of the ‘page’ form variable. If the form fails to validate, for example, or the user has yet
to click the submit button, the value of the ‘page’ form variable is left unchanged.

f u n c t i o n PreProce s s ( a r r a y p rops ) {
sw i t c h ( p rops { ”FORM. page” } ) {

ca s e ” f e edback ” : {

FeebackForm form = new FeebackForm ( ) ;

sw i t c h ( form . p r e p r o c e s s ( p rops ) ) {
ca s e FeebackForm . SUCCESS :

p rops { ”FORM. page” } = ” f e e d b a c k s u c c e s s ” ; b reak ;
ca s e FeebackForm . FAILURE :

p rops { ”FORM. page” } = ” f e e d b a c k f a i l u r e ” ; b reak ;
ca s e FeebackForm . INVLALID : b reak ;
ca s e FeebackForm . PASSIVE : b reak ;

}
}

}
}

Listing 5.1: The PreProcess class constructor
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In the preprocess() method of the FeedbackForm class the outermost conditional statement
checks for the presence of the ‘command’ form variable. If this form variable is not present but the
preprocess() method has been invoked, the form is being shown for the first time. In this case the
TemplateForm class is used to process the form’s template and the value of ‘PASSIVE’ is returned. If
the form has been submitted on the other hand, it is validated. If invalid, the form’s template is pro-
cessed using the TemplateFormErrors class. In both cases the processed template is held in the global
properties array, essentially serialising the form. It is worth noting that these serialised templates have
no bearing on the state of a Jasper web application from a theoretical point of view and are effectively
ignored from this standpoint, the global properties array merely providing the most convenient place in
which to store them.

To continue, the process() method of the FeedbackForm class retrieves the processed template
and returns it. The validate() method checks the form fields and sets the values of the ‘vExclaim’
and ‘vError’ temporary variables if the fields are invalid. The error messages have already been retrieved
from a dedicated configuration file by this stage and stored in the global properties array. Their names
are prepended with the ‘ERROR.’ string, in order to differentiate them from other types of variable stored
therein.

Overall program flow in a basic Jasper web application rarely consists of anything more than prepro-
cessing the appropriate form. The PreProcess class ties each form to a particular page to ensure that
the preprocess() method of only one form class is ever invoked. And the hidden ‘command’ form
variable, unique to each form, ensures that the form is only validated if need be, and the correct template
class is used to process the form template.

6 Implementation

This section details platform specific considerations. These relate both to configuration of a particular
Jasper web application as well as the platform on which it runs.

Listing 6.1 shows the ‘main’ server processs. The language is PHP, but the patterns would be identical
for any of the languages that Jasper supports. Before preprocessing, the configuration files are parsed.
The first configuration file is specific to PHP and contains just two variables:

{
$props = array ();

Form:: parse( $props );
Config ::parse( "../../ config/php.config", $props );
Config ::parse( "../../ config/global.config", $props );
Config :: parseBare( "../../ config/error.config", "ERROR", $props );

new PreProcess( $props );
$templatemain = new TemplateMain ();

header( "Content -type: "." text/html" );
print( $templatemain ->process_file( $props{ "CONFIG.rootDir" }.

"template /".
$props{ "FORM.page" }.

".html", $props ) );
}

Listing 6.1: The PHP implementation of the ‘main’ server process
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procPath=php/
procExt =.php

These ensure that the URI resulting from the ‘[[MAIN]]’ token points correctly to the PHP implemem-
tation of the server process. To recall, the template file to consturct the URL to the ‘main’ server process
is:

[[ appPath ]][[ procPath ]]main[[ procExt ]]

When processed, the following concrete URI results:

/php/main.php

Here the value of the ‘appPath’ variable is ‘/’. This configuration variable is found in the global config-
uration file, alongside the ‘rootDir’ configuration variable. Between them, they appraise a Jasper web
application of the context in which it sits.

The Perl implementation of the ‘main’ server process is much the same as the PHP implementation,
being as it is an interpreted script. The Java implementation is implemented as a servlet, the entry point
being the service() method. The C# implementation presents some difficulties. The ASP.net platform
does not admit mappings to compiled code in a similar fashion to Java servlets, instead ASPX files are
invoked directly via their URLs. It is possible, however, to include no active code, or static content for
that matter, in the ASPX file, just a preamble that tells the runtime of the class associated with the ASPX
file. The ‘main’ server process can then be implemented in a companion ‘main.aspx.cs’ file, a suitable
entry point being the OnLoad() method.

On many systems, the distinction between a web application’s server context and the web application
itself can become blurred by configuration or other such issues. In Jasper’s case, however, the distinction
always remains clear. A Jasper web application must be appraised of the server context in which it sits
by means of the ‘appath’ and ‘rootDir’ configuration variables, but it is not tied to it in any other way.

7 The Jasper Music Store

This section introduces the Jasper Music Store and outlines the changes, suprisingly few, that were made
to each of the implementations in order to have them run side by side.

The Jasper Music Store comprises three sites: a store front, secure account pages and an admin-
istrative interface. The store front and secure account pages are implemented across each of the four
platforms that Jasper supports, making a total of eight web applications. The four store front web appli-
cations are functionally identical, only the URLs differ, and it is possible to swap between them at any
stage by means of a “platform bar”. URLs are also generated randomly, both in hyperlinks and in forms,
so that the platform constantly changes during the user experience. The secure pages behave similarly.

Forcing the platform to change every time a link is followed or form submitted was simply a question
of re-writing the classes responsible for processing the ‘[[MAIN]]’ and ‘[[MAIN SECURE]]’ tokens.
Firstly, the process token() method of the TemplateBase class was adjusted to use methods in the
Platform class, shown in listing 7.1. The random() method returns one of the three platforms other
than the current one. The above listing was converted from PHP, for example, hence PHP’s omission
in the random() method. The main() method, passed the random platform, then parses the relevant
platform specific configuration file in order to construct the appropriate URL. Note the use of the local
properties array in this instance.
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f u n c t i o n random ( ) {
sw i t c h ( rand ( 1 , 3 ) ) {

ca s e 1 : r e t u r n ( ” Java ” ) ;
ca s e 2 : r e t u r n ( ”ASP” ) ;
ca s e 3 : r e t u r n ( ” Pe r l ” ) ;

}
}

f u n c t i o n main ( p l a t f o rm ) {
a r r a y p rops = a r r a y ( ) ;

Con f i g . p a r s e ( ” . . / c o n f i g /” + s t r t o l o w e r ( p l a t f o rm ) + ” . c o n f i g ” , p rops ) ;
Con f i g . p a r s e ( ” . . / c o n f i g / g l o b a l . c o n f i g ” , p rops ) ;

TemplateHTML temp la teh tm l = new TemplateHTML ( ) ;

r e t u r n ( t r im ( temp la teh tm l . p r o c e s s f i l e ( p rops { ”CONFIG . r o o tD i r ” } +
” temp la t e / i n c /” +

”main” +
” . html ” , p rops ) ) ) ;

}

Listing 7.1: The Platform class

The one remaining issue was the case of the platform bar being utilised immediately after a form
submittal. In many respects this situation is similar to the one of the user refreshing the page immediately
after submitting form data. The user might expect to submit a form twice in this case. In fact, Jasper’s
preprocessing architecture procludes this. To see why this is so, consider the case of the user removing
an item from their basket. The relevant parts of the PreProcess() constructor of the store front site are
given in listing 7.2. Here the preprocess() method of the BasketRemoveForm class is called if the
value of the ‘page’ form variable is set to ‘basket remove’. Upon successful submittal of the form data,
its value is changed to ‘basket contents’. The preprocess() method of the BasketContentsForm

class will then be called, quite deliberately after the preprocess() method of the BasketRemoveForm
class, and therefore the result of an item being removed from the shopping basket is that the page is
changed to show the new contents of the shopping Basket itself.

f u n c t i o n PreProce s s ( a r r a y p rops ) {
i f ( p rops { ”FORM. page” } == ” baske t r emove ” ) {

BasketRemoveForm basket remove fo rm = new BasketRemoveForm ( ) ;
sw i t c h ( basket remove fo rm . p r e p r o c e s s ( p rops ) ) {

ca s e form . SUCCESS( ) : {
props { ”FORM. page” } = ” ba s k e t c o n t e n t s ” ; b reak ;

}
}

}
i f ( p rops { ”FORM. page” } == ” ba s k e t c o n t e n t s ” ){

basket remove form . p r e p r o c e s s ( p rops ) ;
}
Plat fo rmBar . p r e p r o c e s s ( p rops ) ;

}

Listing 7.2: The parse() method of the Form class
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Only once conventional preprocessing is completed is the preprocess()method of the PlatformBar
class called, mirroring the form variables in hidden form fields in the forms which make up the buttons
in the platform bar. If these form variables are submitted a second time by way of one of these buttons,
the ‘command’ form variable is still present, which would under normal circumstances instruct the pre-
process method of the BasketRemoveForm class to validate the form data again and attempt to remove
the item. However, the value of the ‘page’ form variable has now been changed from ‘basket remove’
to ‘basket contents’, and therefore the preprocess() method of the BasketRemoveForm class will not
be called a second time. The additional form data, including the ‘command’ form variable, is therefore
essentially discarded, and the use of the platform bar simply refreshes the page showing the contents of
the shopping basket.

It turns out that all the actions implemented during preprocessing follow this pattern and therefore
the platform bar works with no amendments at all. In essence, the close binding of the ‘page’ and
‘command’ form variables means that there is no chance of form data being submitted afresh, provided
that preprocessing results in the value of the ‘page’ form variable being changed to a value not directly
associated with the form in question, which is always the case.

8 A formal treatment

This section gives a description of a formal treatment for Jasper. It is by necessity brief and does not
contain detailed definitions of either the semantics of the language adopted or the logic employed in the
reasoning. However, the description does go so far as to show what kinds of behaviours can be specified
and, taking one of these as a worked example, gives a specification and outlines the verification process.

The following list shows in plain English what kinds of behaviours can be treated for a simple web
application that presents the user with a feedback form and sends an email upon its successful validation:

1. a feedback form is shown repeatedly until validated successfully
2. the feedback form is validated whenever the submit button is pressed
3. appropriate validation errors are shown if the from fails to validate
4. an attempt is made to send an email upon successful validation of this form

The listing of the process token() method of the TemplateFormErrors class given below demon-
strates the language adopted in this treatment. Known as abstract pseudo-code, it is a slimmed down
imperative language, a distillation of concrete pseudo-code with many features such as references to
configuration and the file system removed:

1 process token(t : string){
2 if(token name(t,EXCLAIM)){
3 if(token arg(t) = retrieve(VAR.vExclaim)){
4 return(!)
5 }
6 return(e)
7 }
8 return(parent.process token(t))
9 }
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Here, the token name() and token args() methods act on a token string to retrieve its name and
arguments respectively, while the retrieve() method acts on the global properties array, which is
considered ubiquitous and is therefore not present as one of the arguments. This listing should be directly
comparable with the equivalent concrete pseudo-code listing of the same method or, for that matter,
listings in any of the concrete languages in which Jasper is implemented.

Being imperative, this language admits a treatment using Separation Logic [13], which describes
the operation of part of a program in terms of the effect it has on the program state. Logical formulae
relating to this state before and after execution of part of a program, known as the pre-condition and
post-condition respectively, sit either side of that part to form what is known as a Hoare triple [9]. A
partial specification of the the method listed above is given below, for example:

hVni TemplateFormErrors.process token(EXCLAIM : comments) hVn^ (return = !)i

Here, the argument t has been replaced with a specific value, and the following abbreviation has been
used:

Vn = {(VAR.vExclaim,comments)}

The expression on the right represents the global properties array, with curly braces being chosen to
mimic the literals for associative arrays found in several commonplace concrete languages. The ordered
pair inside the braces represents an assertion about an entry in this array, in this case the ‘vExclaim’
temporary variable. Because of the use of curly braces in this fashion, angle braces are preferred to
enclose pre-conditions and post-conditions to avoid any confusion.

The pre-condition and post-condition here are typical of the kinds found in this treatment. Although
the logic includes many of the standard characteristics of first order logics dealing with imperative lan-
guages, in practice a significant number of specifications require no more than assertions about entries in
the global properties array or the return values of methods. Given that the global properties array holds
the values of form and temporary variables, which respectively dicate the behaviour of a server process
and characterise its output, perhaps this is not suprising.

Returning to the list of functionality given at the start of this section, the specification of the main()
method of the server process for the simple web application described encompasses each of the list’s
items. Specifications along the lines of the one given already can be given for each item, which in
turn form part of the overall specification. Consider again one of these plain English specifications,
“appropriate validation errors are shown if the from fails to validate” and, as a worked example, the
following closely related formal specification:

hFp(f),c(F),nimain() hFp(f),c(F),n^ (return = f 0f )i

This specification states that given the absence of the ‘comments’ form variable, the associated form field
is flagged as invalid. Again the specification contains assertions about entries in the global properties
array and, in this case, a return value which is in fact the processed HTML content returned:

Fp(f),c(F),n = {(FORM.page, feedback),(FORM.command,FEEDBACK),(FORM.name, )}

f 0f = [name : (name,)

comments : (comments,) !,
(page, feedback) (command,FEEDBACK)]
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In the second abbreviation, ordered pairs represent input fields. Note the presence of the exclamation
mark next to the ‘comments’ input field. This has replaced an instance of the ‘[[EXCLAIM:comments]]’
token during processing by to the process token() method, the listing of which was shown earlier.

It is evident that the key to a formal treatment is the ability to specify outgoing, character based
content and to link this to the global properties array. The remainder of this section therefore details the
treatment of the double while loop used in the template classes to process template files, which reults in
the global properties array affecting output. To begin with, file and line types are defined:

FM
i = (i, [l1, ...lM]) li =

N�1

Â
j=1

(si j + ti j)+ sN l0i =
N�1

Â
j=1

(si j + t 0i j)+ sN

Here Fi is a file with file pointer i and content a sequence of lines [l1, ...lM], while li is a line consisting
of a sequence of tokens delimited by strings. The equivalent processded line l0i is also shown. Note
that the tokens t 0i j have been processed but the delimiting strings si j remain the same. To continue, the
process file() method is used to process the contents of a template file line by line. It is always called
against an instance of a template class and so its specification includes an arbitrary class instance c:

h( f = FM
1 )i c.process file(⇤f : f ile) h( f = FM

0 )^ (return = [l01, ...l
0
M])i

Within the body of this method’s while loop the process line() method is called against the ‘context’
keyword, which is similar to the ‘this’ keyword in many languages, and its specification is given next:

h(context = c)i context.process line(li : line) h(context = c)^ (return = l0i)i

In a similar fashion, within the body of this method’s while loop the process token() method of the
class an instance of which the process file() method was initially called against is called by way of
the ‘context’ keyword. Processed tokens are defined below, with class inhertence treated by ordering the
classes, with d effectively being the first subclass of c which contains a process token() method, or c
itself:

t 0i j = d.process token(ti j) d = max{d0|d0  c}

Loop conditions can be formulated to allow the while loops to be verified and the result is the specifica-
tion of the process file() method given earlier. The verification of this method tpyically forms the
last step in the verification of the main main() method of the server process for the web application.

To sum up, in the worked example the presence of an exclamation mark against an invalid field has
been verified. Each such partial specification is in fact just part of the specification of main() method
and therefore it is possible to verify the behaviour of the web application as a whole. Such proofs are at
the moment “pen and paper” but are nonetheless extremely useful.

9 Related work

This section outlines a few of the more recent web programming frameworks with theoretical aspects,
explaining some of their main features and drawing comparisons with Jasper.

The AFAX project [12] uses F# to build single-language, type-checked Ajax applications. F# is
executed natively on the server whilst a subset of the language is translated to JavaScript on the client
side. Ur [6], a domain specific, statically typed functional language, allows well-typed programs that
won’t return malformed HTML, for example, or make extraneous Ajax calls. Further formal treatments
in Ur’s case include static checking of security policies, expressed as SQL queries.
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Hop [14] is a domain specific, stratified language for writing Ajax applications that is not database-
centric, but is instead designed for web applications with graphical user interfaces that require frequent
communication between web server and client. It enforces a strict separation between application and
presentation logic by way of a dual execution model. The syntax of the Hop language itself can be
described as a programmatic variation on HTML. Expressions can be nested inside HTML elements to
provide the values for attributes, for example, but also more powerful GUI-led functionality, such as
dynamic drop down lists.

Opa [1] is both a web application programming platform and a language. Both client and server
code are written in the same statically typed language, which bears similarities to C and JavaScript. It
is possible to write a complete web application without making the distintiction between the client and
server code and, furthermore, the language also supports NoSQL databases. WebDSL [19] is a domain
specific language designed specifically for the web with a rich data model which supports multiple tiers,
or aspects, of a web application.

Looking at the available literature, some significant parallels can be found with Jasper. For example,
the Mawl project [2] introduced the notion of a template. The <bigwig> project [4] introduced the page
centred and script centred approaches, the former signifying the placement of code directly in resources,
usually HTML files, whilst the latter signifies a template based approach. And, just as in Jasper’s case,
the page centred approach was discarded in favour of script centred approach for any but the most basic
web services. Finally, JWIG shared some similarities with Jasper. It was implemented in a concrete
language, for example, and included a framework with which to build web services.

Beyond these similarities, however, there are several important differences. Jasper does not encom-
pass a domain specific language, for example, instead supporting several concrete web programming
languages directly. And by supporting several web programming platforms directly, Jasper can claim a
measure of platform independence that the other frameworks cannot.

10 Conclusions and future work

In this paper the Jasper web programming framework has been introduced. The conceptual steps that
led to its particular design have been elucidated and the ways in which it can be extended in order to
build a basic web application have been described. Its essentially platform independent nature has also
been demonstrated, perhaps best evinced by the Jasper Music Store. And a brief decription of a formal
treatment has been given.

Jasper is primarily about servicing HTTP requests but perhaps what could have be made more evident
is the fact Jasper is suited to web services as well as web applications. Although the focus here has been
on HTML, for example, other text formats such as JSON and XML can be supported. A better appraisal
of other frameworks, both theoretical and commercial, could also have been given. Jasper’s core classes
are in some sense no more than the distillation of many other simple template frameworks, for example,
and this could have been made clearer.

Future work will include a survey of problems related to both web applications and web services. By
proposing a set of problem specifications, frameworks that admit a formal treatment, including Jasper,
can be compared directly. A formalism for constructing these specifications needs to be found and then
suitable specifications given. An example of such a problem is imperviousness to SQL injection attack.
The Ur web framework solves this problem as a direct result of functional correctness [5]; there is an
informal proof that Garble [15], a social gateway powered by Jasper, is secure aganist certain types of
SQL injection attack; and recent work on Hop [11] also follows along these lines.
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Also planned is a tool called Jape, which will translate from the concrete languages in which Jasper
is implemented to concrete pseudo-code and back again. There seems little precedent for this kind of
tool in the literature but there is a very successful real world example, namely Facebook’s HipHop [7],
which translates from PHP to C++. And in a recent development, the possibility of replacing concrete
pseudo-code with a real-world language has been investigated. The best possible candidate appears to
be Dafny [10], which is both a language and a program verifier. It does not yet contain all the features
that a web language needs, such as class inheritance and support for strings, but these can be added.
Programmers like tools, not documentation, and it is hoped that these tools will bring the formal treatment
of web applications to a much wider audience of web programmers at large.

The author kindly acknowledges advice and support from Sergio Maffeis.
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Model Driven Engineering (MDE) is an emerging approach of software engineering. MDE em-
phasizes the construction of models from which the implementation should be derived by applying
model transformations. The Ontology Definition Meta-model (ODM) has been proposed as a profile
for UML models of the Web Ontology Language (OWL). In this context, transformations of UML
models can be mapped to ODM/OWL transformations. On the other hand, model validation is a
crucial task in model transformation. Meta-modeling permits to give a syntactic structure to source
and target models. Nevertheless, semantic requirements have to be imposed to source and target
models. A given transformation will be sound when source and target models fulfill the syntactic and
semantic requirements. In this paper, we present an approach for model validation in ODM based
transformations. Adopting a logic programming based transformational approach we will show how
it is possible to transform and validate models. Properties to be validated range from structural and
semantic requirements of models (pre and post conditions) to properties of the transformation (in-
variants). The approach has been applied to a well-known example of model transformation: the
Entity-Relationship (ER) to Relational Model (RM) transformation.

1 Introduction

Model Driven Engineering (MDE) is an emerging approach for software development. MDE emphasizes
the construction of models from which the implementation should be derived by applying model trans-
formations. Hence, the model transformation [28, 15] is a key tool of MDE. According to the Model
Driven Architecture (MDA) [22] initiative of the Object Management Group (OMG) [21], the model
transformation provides to developers a framework for transforming their models.

The MDA approach proposes (at least) three levels in order to describe a model transformation: the
first one is the so-called meta-meta-model, which is the basis of the model transformation, and provides
the language for describing meta-models. The second one consists in the meta-models of the models to
be transformed. Source and target models must conform to the corresponding meta-model. Such meta-
models are modeled according to the meta-meta-model. The third one consists in the source and target
models. Source and target models are instances of the corresponding meta-models. In addition, source
and target meta-models are instances of the meta-meta-model. In order to define a model transformation
one should be able to meta-model the source and target models with regard to the meta-meta-model, and
map source and target meta-models. Model transformation needs formal techniques for specifying the
transformation. In most cases transformations can be expressed by means of some kind of rules.

⇤This work has been supported by the Spanish Ministry MICINN and Ingenieros Alborada IDI under grant TRA2009-0309.
This work has been also supported by the EU (FEDER) and the Spanish Ministry MICINN under grants TIN2010-15588,
TIN2008-06622-C03-03, and the JUNTA ANDALUCIA (proyecto de excelencia) ref. TIC-6114.



2 Model Validation in Ontology Based Transformations

On the other hand, the Ontology Definition Metamodel (ODM) proposal [24] of the OMG aims to de-
fine an ontology-based representation of UML models. ODM is a standard for representing UML models
with OWL in which, among others, UML classes are mapped into ontology concepts, UML associations
are mapped into ontology roles, and multiplicity restrictions of UML are mapped into cardinality re-
strictions in roles. ODM is itself an UML meta-model in which UML models can be accommodated.
Following the ODM proposal, an UML model can be represented by an ontology in which the TBox
(i.e. the terminological box) contains the UML meta-model while the ABox (i.e. the assertional box)
contains the instance of the UML meta-model which represents the model.

Model validation is a key element of MDE. Firstly, (a) source and target models must conform to the
corresponding meta-models. Source and target meta-models describe the syntactic structure of source
and target models. Nevertheless, some semantic requirements have to be imposed in source and target
models. In UML semantic requirements are usually expressed in the Object Constraint Language (OCL)
[23]. Secondly, (b) pre-conditions and post-conditions and invariants are imposed in transformations.
While source and target models can be well-formed with regard to meta-models, some extra requirements
can be required. We can distinguish two specific cases: (b.1) source and target model requirements, and
(b.2) transformation requirements. The first case covers requirements of source and target models in
isolation. The second case covers requirements on target models with regard to the source models.

In the ODM context, one can argue that the use of OWL as modeling language provides a suitable
framework for validation of properties. OCL can be replaced by OWL when specifying requirements
imposed to models. OWL reasoning is a widely studied topic of research, and many tools have been
developed in this context (for instance, the Protégé tool [17] and the OWL reasoners Hermit, Jena,
Fact++, Racer, among others). OWL reasoning ranges from ontology consistence testing to ontology-
based inference (i.e. derivation from ontology axioms). The topic can be applied to ODM (an hence
to UML) however, validation in model transformation is a wider topic of research. Model validation
involves ontology consistence testing and ontology-based inference for cases (a) and (b.1), while case
(b.2) involves cross validation of ontologies.

On the other hand, the relationship between logic programming and ontologies is well-known. OWL
is based on Description Logic (DL) [4], a fragment of first order logic, and some fragments of DL can be
encoded into logic programming, for instance, the so-called Description Logic Programming approach
[11], and OWL RL [20]. Typically, Description Logic is used for representing the TBox and the ABox.
The encoding of (fragments of) DL into logic programming is based on the representation of the TBox
with Prolog rules and the representation of the ABox with Prolog facts. It means that ontology instances
are represented by Prolog facts. In model transformation a transformation maps the source model into
the target model, particularly, the ABox of the source model into the ABox of the target model. Model
transformation can be seen as a mapping of Prolog facts following the OWL to logic programming
encoding, and it can be defined with Prolog rules.

In this paper, we present an approach for model validation in ODM based transformations. Adopting
a logic programming based transformational approach we will show how it is possible to transform and
validate models. Properties to be validated range from structural and semantic requirements of models
(pre and post conditions) to properties of the transformation (invariants). The approach has been applied
to the well-known example of model transformation: the Entity-Relationship (ER) to Relational Model
(RM) transformation. The proposal is based on the use of logic programming with two ends. Firstly,
specification of transformations. Secondly, specification of properties for model validation. We have
validated our proposal in a prototype developed under SWI-Prolog. The prototype together with the case
study can be downloaded from http://indalog.ual.es/mdd.

Our approach adopts the OWL to logic programming mapping as basis. Firstly, transformations can
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Figure 1: Integration with UML/OWL tools

be expressed with Prolog rules. Secondly, model validation can be encoded with Prolog. Using Prolog
atoms and some elements of Prolog meta programming we are able to validate source and target models
as well as transformations. The advantages of the approach are the following. Firstly, the declarative
nature of the specification, secondly, the use of a standardized language (Prolog), and the ability of ex-
ecuting transformations and automatically validate source and target models. Besides, the use of Prolog
as validation language enriches the capabilities of ODM and OWL constructors for expressing model re-
quirements. While ODM is an OWL profile for UML models the expressivity power of ODM is limited,
and model validation needs to express more complex requirements.

The structure of the paper is as follow. Section 2 will introduce the model transformation framework
and will describe a case study of transformation. Section 3 will present the Prolog-based approach.
Section 4 will show model validation. Section 5 will discuss related work. Finally, Section 6 will
conclude and present future work.

2 Model Transformation

The elements to be considered in a given ontology based transformation using Prolog as transformation
language can be summarized as follows: (a) We have to consider the meta-model of the source model
which defines the elements occurring in source model. Instances of the source meta-model are trans-
formed by applying the transformation rules. (b) We have to consider the meta-model of the target model
which defines the elements occurring in target model. (c) We have to define Prolog rules for transform-
ing instances of the source meta-model into instances of the target meta-model. (d) We have to define
Prolog rules for validating the transformation. The validation consists in source model validation, target
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Figure 2: Entity-relationship modeling of the Case Study

model validation and transformation validation.
The question now is, how to express transformations and validations in Prolog? Our proposal is as

follows. (a) The ODM proposal provides a representation of UML models with an ontology. The TBox
represents the meta-model and the ABox properly represents the model. We can represent the ABox
with Prolog facts. Fortunately, SWI-Prolog used in our prototype is equipped with a library for loading
and writing OWL files into Prolog facts. (b) A transformation between a source model and a target
model can be seen as a transformation of the set of Prolog facts of the source model into a set of Prolog
facts representing the target model. Prolog rules can be used for transforming Prolog facts. (c) Model
validation consists in checking properties on source and target models in isolation as well as checking
cross properties on both models. Model validation with Prolog consists in checking properties about the
set of Prolog facts representing source and target models.

Our approach has been implemented and tested with some examples. We have integrated our ap-
proach by using several UML and OWL tools (see Figure 1). We have used the TopCased UML tool [27]
for designing the source and target meta-models. In addition, we have used a UML2OWL transformer
(available from [14]) in order to have the ODM-based representation of source and target meta-models.
We have also used the Protégé tool [17] for defining the instance of the source meta-model, and for
exporting the source model (i.e. meta-model+instance) into an OWL document. Then, the SWI-Prolog
interpreter is used for validating the source model, and for transforming the instance of the source model
into the instance of the target model. Once the target model is computed, SWI-Prolog is used for validat-
ing the target model, and validating the transformation. Later, the Protégé tool is also used for exporting
the target model together with the target meta-model to a OWL document. Finally, an OWL2UML
transformer has been used for obtaining the target model from the ODM-based representation.

2.1 Case Study

In this section we will describe the case study used in the paper. It is a well-known example of model
transformation. Basically, the entity-relationship (ER) model is transformed into the relational model
(RM). The model of Figure 2 represents the modeling of a database with an ER style diagram, while
the model of Figure 3 is a RM style modeling of the same database. The ER modeling of Figure 2
can be summarized as follows. Entities are represented by classes (i.e., Student and Course), including
attributes; Containers are defined for each entity (i.e., DB Students and DB Courses); Containers are
composed of entities, therefore specifying a composition relationship between the container and the
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Figure 3: Relational modeling of the Case Study

entity1; Relationships are represented by associations. Relation names are association names. Besides,
association ends are defined (i.e., the students, the courses, is registered and register). Relationships
can be adorned with qualifiers and navigability. The role of qualifiers is to specify the key attributes
of each entity being foreign keys of the corresponding association. Figure 3 shows the RM modeling
of the same database. It introduces the following new UML stereotypes: << table >>, << row >>
and << column >> for specifying tables, rows of tables and columns of tables, respectively. Tables
are composed of rows, and rows are composed of columns. Furthermore, line is the role of the rows in
the table and key, foreign and col is the role of the key, foreign, and non key and non foreign attributes
in rows, respectively. Finally, each column has two attributes name and type. Figure 4 represents the
meta-models of ER and RM models. In the first case, DB Students and DB Courses are instances of the
class store, while Student and Course are instances of the class data, and the attributes of Student class
and Course class are instances of the class attribute. In the second case, tables and rows of the target
model are instances of the corresponding classes, and the same can be said about key, col and foreign
classes. Now, the problem of model transformation is how to transform a class diagram of the type A
(like Figure 2) into a class diagram of type B (like Figure 3).

Figure 4: Meta-model of the Source/Target Models
metamodel B

-name : String

-type : String

col

-name : String

-type : String

foreign

-name : String

-type : String

key

-name : String

row

-name : String

table

is_col

has_col

is_foreign

has_foreign

is_key

has_key

table

has

*

1

1

1

*

1

*

1

1In traditional ER modeling containers are omitted, however in a UML-based modeling are incorporated.
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The transformation is as follows. The transformation generates two tables called the students and
the courses each including three columns that are grouped into rows. The table the students includes for
each student the attributes of Student of Figure 2. The same can be said for the table the courses. Given
that the association between Student and Course is navigable from Student to Course, a table of pairs
is generated to represent the assignments of students to courses, using the role name of the association
end, that is, register concatenated with Course, for naming the cited table. The columns id student and
id course taken from qualifiers, play the role of foreign keys which are represented by the role foreign in
the associations of Figure 3.

The transformation can be considered as a transformation between object diagrams of source and
target meta-models (see Figures 5 and 6). A transformation should be able to define a set of rules from
which instances of the target meta-model are obtained from instances of the source meta-model.

Figure 5: Object Model of Source Model

objectmodel A

name = credits

type = float

key = false

 : attribute

name = title

type = String

key = false

 : attribute

name = id_course

type = int

key = true

 : attributename = DB_Courses

 : store

name = register

navigable = true

min = 0

max = *

 : role

name = id_course

type = int

 : qualifier

 : relation

name = id_student

type = int

 : qualifier

name = is_registered

navigable = false

min = 0

max = *

 : rolename = age

type = int

key = false

 : attribute

name = name

type = String

key = false

 : attribute

name = id_student

type = int

key = true

 : attribute name = DB_Students

 : store

name = Course

container = the_courses

 : data

name = Student

container = the_students

 : data

Figure 6: Object Model of Target Model

objectmodel B

name = credits

type = float

 : col

name = title

type = String

 : col

name = id_course

type = int

 : key

name = registerCourseid_course

type = int

 : foreign

name = registerCourseid_student

type = int

 : foreign

name = Course

 : row

name = registerCourse

 : row

name = the_courses

 : table

name = register

 : table

name = id_student

type = int

 : key

name = name

type = String

 : col

name = age

type = int

 : col

name = Student

 : row

name = the_students

 : table
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Table 1: Model validation: requirements
Source Model
(1) All attributes of a data have distint names (SR) (WF) (2) Each data has a unique key attribute (SR) (TR)
(3) Each data has a key attribute (SR) (TR) (4) Each attribute is associated to exactly one data (SC) (WF)
(5) Each data is contained in exactly one store (SC) (WF) (6) All data have distinct names (SR) (TR)
(7) All data have distinct containers (SR) (TR) (8) Each qualifier is associated to exactly one role (SC) (TR)
(9) All qualifier names of a role are distinct (SR) (TR) (10) All qualifiers are key attributes (SR) (WF)
(11) Each relation has two roles (SC) (WF) (12) All relation names are distinct (SR) (WF)
(13) Each role is associated to exactly one relation (SC) (TR) (14) Each role is associated to exactly one data (SC) (TR)
(15) All role names of a data are distinct (SR) (TR) (16) Each store is associated to exactly one data (SC) (WF)
Target Model
(17) All col names of a row are distinct (SR) (WF) (18) All foreign names of a row are distinct (SR) (WF)
(19) All key names of a row are distinct (SR) (WF) (20) All foreigns of a row are keys of another row (SR) (WF)
(21) Each table is associated to exactly one row (SC) (WF) (22) Each row is associated to exactly one table (SC) (WF)
(23) Each key is associated to exactly one row (SC) (TR) (24) Each col is associated to exactly one row (SC) (TR)
(25) Each foreign is associated to exactly one row (SC) (TR) (26) All table names are distinct (SR) (WF)
(27) All row names are distinct (SR) (WF) (28) All rows have exactly one key (SC) (TR)
(29) All rows have either all keys and cols or all foreigns (SR) (TR)
Cross Requirements
(30) Key and col names and types are names and types of attributes (31) Table names are either container names or role names
(32) Row names are data names or concatenations of role names and data (33) Foreign names are concatenations of roles, data and key

2.2 Model Validation

While source and target meta-models impose structural constraints (SC) on source and target models,
we can specify several semantic requirements (SR) on source and target models. In addition, we can
describe cross requirements on models. In Table 1 we can see a set of requirements classified as (SC)
and (SR). Some requirements express conditions of well-formed models (WF), while some of them are
required by the transformation (TR).

For instance, (2) requires that each data has a unique key attribute. This is a semantic requirement.
Key attributes are attributes having key set to true, and the existence of a unique key attribute cannot
be expressed in the UML diagram. Moreover, this requirement is a pre-condition of the transformation
because key attributes are used as foreign keys in the target model. Case (5) is an structural constraint of
well-formed models: each data is associated to exactly one store. It is not needed in the transformation
and can be expressed in the UML diagram with a cardinality constraint. Cases (6), (7), (9), (12) and
(15) are related to naming of elements of source models, and therefore are semantic requirements. They
(except (12)) are required by the transformation: data and container names are used for naming tables
and rows in the target model, while role and qualifier names (concatenated with data names) are also
used for naming rows and foreign keys. (12) is required by the well-formedness of the source model.
In the target model tables, rows, cols, keys and foreigns are not shared (cases (21)-(25)). Case (20) is
a semantic requirement that describes the relationship between foreign keys and keys in a well-formed
target model. Case (29) is required by the transformation which assigns either keys and cols or foreigns
to rows. Finally, cases (30)-(33) describe the relationship between names of the target model and names
of the source model.

It is worth observing that the requirements about source and target models in isolation are not enough
for the soundness of the transformation. For instance, source and target models can both have keys, but
a cross requirement is needed: the keys of the target models are the keys of the source model.
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3 Prolog for Model Transformation and Validation

In this section, we will show how Prolog can be used for defining transformation and validation rules in
our approach. With this aim, we have to consider the following elements.

3.1 Prolog based Transformation

The Prolog interpreter has to import and export OWL files. This is the case of SWI-Prolog which in-
cludes a library for importing and exporting RDF(S)/OWL triples. The SWI-Prolog library stores RDF
triples in a database, and they can be retrieved with the predicate rdf. The RDF library includes pred-
icates: rdf reset db/0 which resets the database, rdf load(+File,+Options) for importing
triples, rdf save(+File) for exporting triples, and finally, rdf assert(+Subject,+Proper-
ty,+Object) for inserting a new triple in the current database.

A Prolog predicate transform(+SourceModelFile,+TargetModelFile) is defined for
transforming a source model (stored in a OWL file) into a target model (stored also in a OWL file). The
Prolog code of such predicate is as follows:

transform(_,_):-rdf_reset_db,fail.
transform(_,_):-retractall(new(_,_,_)),fail.
transform(FileIn,_):-rdf_load(FileIn,[]),fail.
transform(_,_):-newrdf(A,B,C),assert(new(A,B,C)),fail.
transform(_,_):-rdf_reset_db,fail.
transform(_,_):-new(A,B,C),rdf_global_term(B,D),rdf_assert(A,D,C),fail.
transform(_,FileOut):-rdf_save(FileOut),rdf_reset_db.

The transformation rules define new triples representing the target model. Hence, a new predicate
called newrdf is defined by the transformation rules. For instance, the following rules define the indi-
viduals of the class table of the model B from the model A of the case study:

newrdf(IdTable,rdf:type,’http://metamodelB.ecore#table’):-
rdf(IdData,rdf:type,’http://metamodelA.ecore#data’),
generate_id([IdData,’table1’],IdTable).

newrdf(IdTable,rdf:type,’http://metamodelB.ecore#table’):-
rdf(IdRole,’http://metamodelA.ecore#role.navigable’,E),
E=literal(type(_,true)),
generate_id([IdRole,’table2’],IdTable).

The first rule defines triples (IdTable,rdf:type,’http://metamodelB.ecore#table’) obtained from
triples (IdData,rdf:type,’http://metamodelA.ecore#data’), where IdTable is the identifier of the table,
which is generated with the call generate id from the data identifier IdData and ’table1’. The second
rule defines the individuals of class table obtained from navigable roles, which are generated from the
role identifier IdRole and ’table2’. In such a way that the following Prolog goal obtains the tables of the
target model:

?- newrdf(IdTable,rdf:type,’http://metamodelB.ecore\#table’).
IdTable = ’http://metamodelA.ecore#02_Student_datatable1’ ;
IdTable = ’http://metamodelA.ecore#09_Course_datatable1’ ;
IdTable = ’http://metamodelA.ecore#13_register_roletable2’ ;

false.
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which represent the individuals of classes Student, Course and register of the Figure 6. Now, the
individuals of the class row of Figure 6 can be defined as follows:

newrdf(IdRow,rdf:type,’http://metamodelB.ecore#row’):-
rdf(IdData,rdf:type,’http://metamodelA.ecore#data’),
generate_id([IdData,’row1’],IdRow).

newrdf(IdRow,rdf:type,’http://metamodelB.ecore#row’):-
rdf(IdData,’http://metamodelA.ecore#data.role_of’,IdRole),
rdf(IdRole,’http://metamodelA.ecore#role.navigable’,E),
E=literal(type(_,true)),
generate_id([IdRole,IdData,’row2’],IdRow).

The first rule defines the individuals of the class row obtained from instances of data (i.e., the identi-
fiers of the courses and the students), and the second rule defines the individuals of the class row obtained
from navigable data roles (i.e., the identifier of registerCourse). Now, key, col and foreign elements have
to be defined. For instance, the individuals of the class foreign are defined as follows:

newrdf(IdForeign,rdf:type,’http://metamodelB.ecore#foreign’):-
rdf(IdRole,’http://metamodelA.ecore#role.navigable’,E),
E=literal(type(_,true)),
rdf(IdRole,’http://metamodelA.ecore#role.is’,IdQualifier),
rdf(IdData,’http://metamodelA.ecore#data.role_of’,IdRole),
generate_id([IdRole,IdData,IdQualifier,’foreign1’],IdForeign).

newrdf(IdForeign,rdf:type,’http://metamodelB.ecore#foreign’):-
rdf(IdRole,’http://metamodelA.ecore#role.navigable’,E),
E=literal(type(_,true)),
rdf(IdRole,’http://metamodelA.ecore#role.has_role’,IdRelation),
rdf(IdRelation,’http://metamodelA.ecore#relation.is_role’,IdRole2),
rdf(IdRole2,’http://metamodelA.ecore#role.is’,IdQualifier),
IdRole2\==IdRole,
rdf(IdData,’http://metamodelA.ecore#data.role_of’,IdRole),
generate_id([IdRole2,IdData,IdQualifier,’foreign2’],N).

In this case, instances of the foreign class are obtained from navigable roles, using the identifier of the
qualifier and the identifier of the role to generate the identifier. Now, the association roles of the Figure
5 have to be defined. For instance, the role has from the class table of Figure 4 is defined as follows:

newrdf(IdTable,’http://metamodelB.ecore#table.has’,IdRow):-
rdf(IdData,rdf:type,’http://metamodelA.ecore#data’),
generate_id([IdData,’table1’],IdTable),
generate_id([IdData,’row1’],IdRow).

newrdf(IdTable,’http://metamodelB.ecore#table.has’,IdRow):-
rdf(IdData,’http://metamodelA.ecore#data.role_of’,IdRole),
rdf(IdRolw,’http://metamodelA.ecore#role.navigable’,E),
E=literal(type(_,true)),
generate_id([IdRole,’table2’],IdTable),
generate_id([IdRole,IdData,’row2’],IdRow).

The first rule defines the rows of tables obtained from instances of data, and the second rule defines
the rows of tables obtained from navigable roles.

Finally, attributes of classes of the target metamodel of Figure 4 have to be defined. For instance,
name of class table is defined as follows:
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newrdf(IdTable,’http://metamodelB.ecore#table.name’,Name):-
rdf(IdData,’http://metamodelA.ecore#data.container’,Name),
generate_id([IdData,’table1’],IdTable).

newrdf(IdTable,’http://metamodelB.ecore#table.name’,Name):-
rdf(IdRole,’http://metamodelA.ecore#role.name’,Name),
rdf(IdRole,’http://metamodelA.ecore#role.navigable’,C),
C=literal(type(_,true)),
generate_id([IdRole,’table2’],IdTable).

where the table names are obtained from container names (i.e., the students and the courses).

3.2 Prolog based Validation

Model validation is achieved with Prolog. Table 2 includes some of the Prolog rules of the constraints
expressed in Table 1. The full set of rules can be downloaded from http://indalog.ual.es/mdd.

For validating the requirements on models, we can call each rule and in the case of success it indicates
that the requirement is violated. In other words, the condition of the rule expresses the negation of
the requirement. Prolog meta programming predicates are used. For instance, case (2) uses the setof

predicate to collect the set of keys of a given data. When the collected list is empty in some case, some
data violates the requirement.

4 Related Work

Validation and verification of model transformations is an emerging topic of research. We have found
some similarities of our work with the work proposed in [5]. The authors work in the context of the AT-
LAS Transformation language (ATL) and OCL, but handle the same kind of properties of our approach
(unique names for relations and attributes together with existence of keys). A more general framework
for transformation validation and verification is proposed in [6] including verification and validation of
properties about transformation rules. Our approach focused on properties about meta-models, assuming
that when some requirement is violated either models or rules are incorrect. Prolog has been also used in
the Model Manipulation Tool (MoMaT) [26] for representing and verifying models. In [16] they propose
consistency checking of class and sequence diagrams based on Prolog. Consistency checking rules as
well as UML models are represented in Prolog, and Prolog reasoning engine is used to automatically
find inconsistencies.

On the other hand, logic programming based languages have already been explored in the context
of model engineering in some works. A first approach is [9], which describes the attempts to adopt
several technologies for model transformation including logic programming. Particulary, they focused
on Mercury and F-Logic logic languages. The approach [3] has introduced inductive logic programming
in model transformation. The motivation of the work is that designers need to understand how to map
source models to target models. With this aim, they are able to derive transformation rules from an
initial and critical set of elements of the source and target models. The rules are generated in a (semi-)
automatic way. The Tefkat language [19, 18] is a declarative language whose syntax resembles a logic
language with some differences (for instance, it incorporates a forall construct for traversing models). In
this framework, [12] proposes metamodel transformations in which evolutionary aspects are formalised
using the Tefkat language. In [10], they present a declarative approach for modeling requirements (de-
signs and patterns) which are encoded as Prolog predicates. A search routine based on Prolog returns
program fragments of the model implementation. Traceability and code generation are based on logic
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Table 2: Model validation: requirements
(1) attribute_distinct_names:-

rdf(Data,mmA:’data.attr_of’,Att1),rdf(Data,mmA:’data.attr_of’,Att2),Att1\=Att2,
rdf(Att1,mmA:’attribute.name’,Name1),rdf(Att2,mmA:’attribute.name’,Name2),
Name1=Name2.

(2) exists_key:-
setof(Att,(rdf(_,mmA:’data.attr_of’,Att),
rdf(Att,mmA:’attribute.key’,literal(type(_,true)))),Keys),
Keys=[].

(3) unique_key :-
rdf(Data,mmA:’data.attr_of’,Att1),rdf(Data,mmA:’data.attr_of’,Att2),Att1\=Att2,
rdf(Att1,mmA:’attribute.key’,literal(type(_,true))),
rdf(Att2,mmA:’attribute.key’,literal(type(_,true))).

(5) unique_store_data:-
setof(Store,rdf(_,mmA:’data.contained_in’,Store),Stores),Stores=[_,_|_].

(10) qualifiers_are_keys :-
rdf(_,mmA:’qualifier.name’,Name),
\+(rdf(Attribute,mmA:’attribute.name’,Name),

rdf(Attribute,mmA:’attribute.key’,literal(type(_,true)))).
(11) two_roles_relation :-

setof(Role,rdf(_,mmA:’relation.is_role’,Role),Roles),Roles\=[_,_].
(17) unique_col_names_row :-

rdf(Row,mmB:’row.is_col’,Col1),rdf(Row,mmB:’row.is_col’,Col2),Col1\=Col2,
rdf(Col1,mmB:’col:name’,Name1),rdf(Col2,mmB:’col:name’,Name2),Name1=Name2.

(20) foreign_keys:-
rdf(Row,mmB:’row.is_foreign’,Foreign),
rdf(Row,mmB:’row.name’,NRow),NRow=literal(type(_,RN)),
rdf(Foreign,mmB:’foreign.name’,NFor),NFor=literal(type(_,FN)),
concat(RN,NKey,FN),
\+rdf(_,mmB:’key.name’,literal(type(_,NKey))).

(21) unique_table_row :-
rdf(Table,mmB:’table.has’,Row1),rdf(Table,mmB:’table.has’,Row2),Row1\=Row2.

(29) well_formed_rows:-
rdf(Row,mmB:’row.is_key’,_),rdf(Row,mmB:’row.is_foreign’,_).

well_formed_rows:-
rdf(Row,mmB:’row.is_col’,_),rdf(Row,mmB:’row.is_foreign’,_).

(31) containers_or_roles :-
rdf(_,mmB:’table.name’,Name),
\+rdf(_,mmA:’role.name’,Name),\+rdf(_,mmA:’data.container’,Name).

(32) data_or_roles_and_data :-
rdf(_,mmB:’row.name’,Name),Name=literal(type(_,N)),
\+rdf(_,mmA:’data.name’,Name),
\+(rdf(_,mmA:’role.name’,Name1),rdf(_,mmA:’data.name’,Name2),

Name1=literal(type(_,N1)),Name2=literal(type(_,N2)),concat(N1,N2,N)).

programming. They use JTransformer, which is a logic-based query and transformation engine for Java
code, based on the Eclipse IDE. Logic programming based model querying is studied in [8], in which
logic-based facts represent meta-models. In [25] they study a transformation mechanism for the EMF
Ecore platform using Prolog as rule-based mechanism. Prolog terms are used and predicates are used
for deconstructing and reconstructing a term of a model. Abductive logic programming is used in [13]
for reversible model transformations, in which changes of the source model are computed from a given
change of the target model. Finally, [7] has compared OCL and Prolog for querying UML models. They
have found that Prolog is faster when execution time of queries is linear.
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5 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we have presented a framework for the specification and validation of model transformations
with Prolog rules, using the representation of UML models by means of ODM. Our approach has been
applied to a well-known example of model transformation in which an UML class diagram representing
a ER diagram is transformed into a UML diagram representing a relational database. We have validated
our proposal with a prototype developed under SWI-Prolog.

Our approach has to be extended in the future as follows: (a) Firstly, we would like to improve our
prototype. Particularly, validation is now achieved by Prolog rules in which success and fail is returned
with the analysis. We would like to show more complete analysis results, showing the model elements
that violate the requirements, justifications, diagnosis, reparation, etc. (b) Secondly, we would like to test
our prototype with other kinds of UML diagrams and transformations, and also with bigger examples; (c)
Thirdly, we are also interested in the use of our approach for model driven development of user interfaces
in the line of our previous works [1, 2]; (d) Finally, we believe that our work will lead to the development
of a logic based tool for transformation and validation of models.
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We address the general problem of interaction safety between orchestrated web services. By consid-
ering an essential subset of the BPEL orchestration language, we define SeB, a session based style of
this subset. We discuss the formal semantics of SeB and we present its main properties. We use a
new approach to address the formal semantics, based on a translation into so-called control graphs.
Our sematics handles control links and addresses the static semantics that prescribes the valid usage
of variables. We also provide the semantics of collections of networked services. Relying on these
semantics, we define precisely what is meant by interaction safety. Finally, we quickly introduce
session types and sketch an approach towards the fullfilment of interaction safety through well typed
SeB programs and well typed service assemblies.

1 Introduction

In service-oriented computing, services are exposed over a network via well defined interfaces and spe-
cific communication protocols. The design of software as an orchestration of services is an active topic
today. A service orchestration is a local view of a structured set of interactions with remote services.
In this context, our endeavour is to guarantee that services interact safely. To that end, we investigate
means to check, at deployment time, whether or not interacting services are compatible and will not yield
interaction errors at run time.

The elementary construct in a web service interaction is a message exchange between two partner
services. The message specifies the name of the operation to be invoked and bears arguments as its pay-
load. An interaction can be long-lasting because multiple messages of different types can be exchanged
in both directions before a service is delivered. The set of interactions supported by a service defines
its behaviour. We argue that the high levels of concurrency and complex behaviour found in orchestra-
tions make them susceptible to programming errors. Widely adopted standards such as the Web Service
Description Language (WSDL) [5] provide support for syntactical compatibility analysis by defining mes-
sage types in a standard way. However, WSDL defines one-way or request-response exchange patterns
and does not support the definition of more complex behaviour. Relevant behavioural information is ex-
changed between participants in human-readable forms, if at all. Automated verification of behavioural
compatibility is impossible in such cases.

The present paper is a first step towards addressing the problem of behavioural compatibility of web
services. To that end, we follow the promising session based approach. Indeed, the session paradigm is
now an active area of research with potential to improve the quality and correctness of software. We chose
to adapt and sessionize a significant subset of the industry standard orchestration language BPEL [17]. SeB
(Sessionized BPEL) supports the same basic constructs as BPEL, but being a proof of concept, it does not
include the non basic BPEL constructs such as, for example, exception handling. These differences are
explained in more detail in section 2. On the other hand, SeB extends BPEL by featuring sessions as
first class citizens. Sessions are typed in order to describe not only syntactical information but also
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behaviour. With SeB, a service exposes its required and provided session types. A client wishing to
begin an interaction with a service first opens a session with the service. The type of this session defines
the type and structure of possible interactions. In the present paper, we concentrate on the definition of
untyped SeB leaving the discussion of session types for the sequel.

We introduce a formal semantics for SeB (and BPEL like languages) which is novel in the sense that it
takes into account both the graph nature of the language and the static semantics that define how variables
are declared and used. Indeed, previous approaches either resort to process algebraic simplifications, thus
neglecting control links which, in fact, are an essential part of BPEL; or are based on Petri nets and thus
do not properly cover the static semantics that regulate the use of variables.

In our approach, the operational semantics is obtained in two steps. The first consists in the creation
of what we have called a control graph. This graph takes into account the effect of the evaluation of
the control flow and of join-conditions. Control graphs contain symbolic actions and no variables are
evaluated in the translation into control graphs. The second step in the operational semantics describes
the execution of services when they are part of an assembly made of a client and other web services.
Based on this semantics we formalize the concept of interaction error and iteraction safety.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 provides an informal introduction to the SeB
language and contrasts its features with those of BPEL. Sections 3 and 4 give the syntax and semantics of
untyped SeB. These sections are self-contained and do not require any previous knowledge of BPEL. Sec-
tion 5 presents the semantics of networked service configurations described in SeB. Section 6 introduces
session types and typed SeB. It includes a typing algorithm and discusses the properties of well typed
configurations. Relevant related work is surveyed in section 7 and the paper is concluded in section 8.

2 Informal introduction to SeB

Session initiation. The main novelty in SeB, compared to BPEL, is the addition of the session initiation,
a new kind of atomic activity, and the way sessions impact the invoke and receive activities. The fol-
lowing is a typical sequence of three SeB atomic activities that can be performed by a client (we use a
simplified syntax): s@p; s!op1(x); s?op2(y). This sequence starts by a session initiation activity, s@p
where s is a session variable and p a service location variable (this corresponds to a BPEL partnerlink).
The execution of s@p by the client and by the target service (the one whose address is stored in p) have
the following effects: (i) a fresh session id is stored in s, (ii) a new service instance is created at the
service side and is dedicated to interact with the client, (iii) another fresh session id is created on the
service instance side and is bound to the one stored in s. The second activity, s!op1(x), is the sending
of an invocation operation, op1, with argument x. The invocation is sent precisely to this newly created
service instance. The third activity of the sequence, s?op2(y), is the reception of an invocation operation
op2 with argument y that comes from this same service instance. Note that invocation messages are all
one way and asynchronous: SeB does not provide for synchronous invocation. Furthermore SeB does not
provide for explicit correlation sets as does BPEL. But, on the other hand, sessions are to be considered
as implicit correlation sets and, indeed, they can be emulated by them. But, in this paper, we prefered
to have sessions as part of the language so as to better discuss and illustrate their contribution. Hence,
in SeB session ids are the only means to identify source and target service instances. This is illustrated
in the above example where the session variable s is systematically indicated in the invoke and receive
activities. Moreover, sessions involve two and only two partners and any message sent by one partner
over a session is targeted at the other partner. Biparty sessions are less expressive than correlation sets.
At the end of the paper, we will give some ideas as to how this limitation can be lifted.
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Structured activities. SeB has the principal structured activities of BPEL, i.e., flow, for running activ-
ities in parallel; sequence, for sequential composition of activities, and pick, which allows to wait on
multiple messages whereby the continuation behavior is dependent on the received message. SeB also
inherits the possibility of having control links between different subactivities contained in a flow, as well
as adding a join condition to any activity. As in BPEL, a join condition requires that all its arguments have
a defined value (true or false) and must evaluate to true in order for the activity to be executable. SeB
also implements the so-called dead path elimination whereby all links outgoing from a canceled activity,
or from its subactivities, have their values set to false.

Sequential Computations. Given that SeB is a language designed as a proof of concept, we wished
to limit its main features to interaction behaviour. Hence, sequential computation and branching are not
part of the language. Instead, they are assumed to be performed by external services that can be called
upon as part of the orchestration. This approach is similar to languages like Orc [9] where the focus
is on providing the minimal constructs that allow one to perform service orchestration functions and
where sequential computation and boolean tests are provided by external sites. In particular, the original
do until iteration of BPEL is replaced in SeB by a structured activity called “repeat”, given by the syntax:
(do pic1 until pic2). The informal meaning of repeat is: perform pic1 repeatedly until the arrival of an
invocation message awaited for in pic2.

Example Service. Figure 1 contains a graphical representation of a service written in SeB. The Quote-
Comparer service waits for a client to invoke its s0?quoteCompare(desc) operation with string parameter
desc containing an item description. Note the use of the special session variable s0. By accepting the
initial request from the client, the service implicitely begins an interaction with a new session called the
root session. The service then compares quotes for the item from two different providers (EZhop and
QuickBuy) by opening sessions with each of these providers. Here, the sessions are explicitely opened:
s@EZshop is the opening of a session with the service having its address stored in variable EZshop.
Execution of s@EZshop will result in a root session initiated at EZshop side and a fresh session id
stored in s. Then, the behavior of this service is as follows. Depending on the returns made by the
two providers, QuoteComparer either returns the best quote, the only available quote, or indicates to the
client that no quote is available. The snapshot given in Figure 1 shows only the control links and the
join condition that cause EZShop to be selected as the quote provider. Indeed, the join condition of the
bottom left sequence (given by JCD = · · · ) indicates that this sequence should begin executing if the code
from Compare decides that EZShop’s quote is favourable (the control link COMP sBUY is set to true),
or if EZShop returns a quote and QuickBuy returns noQuote. In order not to clutter the figure, we have
left out the control links and join conditions that correspond to the other cases. The same goes for the
implementation details of code in compare and Proceed with payment. We also assumed that the service
only begins with one REC operation whereas services may provide multiple initial operations by grouping
the receive activities in a PIC .

3 Syntax of SeB

3.1 Basic Sets

SeB assumes four categories of basic sets: values, variables, type identifiers and others. They are intro-
duced in Table 1 where, for each set, a short description is provided as are the names of typical elements.
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REC
s0?quoteCompare(desc)

FLO

SEQ
SES

s@EZShop

INV
s!getQuote(desc)

PIC

REC
s?quote(quote)

REC
s?noQuote()

SEQ
SES

q@QuickBuy

INV
q!getQuote(desc)

PIC

REC
q?quote(quote)

REC
q?noQuote()

SEQ JCD =
(sOK sBUY and qNOK sBUY)

or COMP sBUY
INV

s!resrv(desc)

Proceed with
payment

· · ·

Compare

SEQ

INV
q!resrv(desc)

Proceed with
payment

· · ·

Not found

sOK sBUY qNOK sBUY

COMP sBUY

Figure 1: The QuoteComparer Service

All the sets are pairwise disjoint unless otherwise stated.
Some explanations of Table 1 are in order: (i) the set ExVal of exchangeable values contains the set

SrvVal of service locations. As it will be shown later, in SeB services may dynamically learn about the
existence of other services and may interact with dynamically discovered services; (ii) the set, LocVal, of
all locations contains the set of session ids. Hence, session ids also play the role of locations for sending
and receiving invocation messages. (iii) p0 is a distinguished variable name dedicated to hold a service’s
own location (similar to self ); (iv) s0 is a session variable dedicated to hold a service’s root session id,
i.e., the session id handled by a service instance that is created as a response to a session initiation request
from a client. The use of p0 and s0 will be described in detail later on in the paper.

Reconsidering our previous example, EZShop and QuickBuy are service location variables (elements
of set SrvVar, with values taken in the set SrvVal of Service Locations); desc is a data variable (with
values in set DatVal); s0, s and q are session variables (elements of SesVar, taking their values in the
set SesVal of session ids); sOK sBUY, qNOK sBUY and COMP sBUY are control links; and finally expression
(sOK sBUY and qNOK sBUY) or COMP sBUY is a join condition.

3.2 Syntax of Activities

SeB being a dialect of BPEL, XML would be the most appropriate metalanguage for encoding its syntax.
However, for the purpose of this paper, we have adopted a syntax based on records (à la Cardelli and
Mitchell [3]) as it is better suited for discussing the formal semantics and properties of the language. By
virtue of this syntax, all SeB activities, except nil, are records having the following predefined fields: KND

which identifies the kind of the activity, BEH, which gives its behaviour, SRC (respectively TGT), which
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Values
Set Description Ranged over by

DatVal Data Values u,u0,ui, · · ·
SrvVal Service Locations p,p 0,pi · · ·
ExVal = DatVal]SrvVal Exchangeable Values w,w0,wi, · · ·
SesVal Session ids a,a 0,ai · · · b · · ·
Val = ExVal]SesVal All Values v,v0,vi, · · ·
LocVal = SrvVal]SesVal All Locations d ,d 0,di, · · ·

Variables
Set Description Ranged over by

DatVar Data Variables y
SrvVar Service Location Variables p0, p, p0, pi · · · q · · ·
ExVar = DatVar]SrvVar Variables of Exchangeable Values x,x0,xi · · ·
SesVar Session Variables s0,s,s0,si · · · r · · ·
Var = ExVar]SesVar All Variables z,z0,zi · · ·

Type Identifiers
Set Description Ranged over by

DatTyp Data Types t, t 0, ti, · · ·
SrvTyp Service Types P,P0,Pi · · ·
ExTyp = DatTyp]SrvTyp Types of Exchangeable Values X ,X 0,Xi · · · Y
SesTyp� SrvTyp Session Types T,T 0,Ti · · ·P,P0,Pi

Typ = ExTyp[SesTyp All Types Z,Z0,Zi · · ·

Others
Set Description Ranged over by

Op Operation Names op,op0,opi · · ·
Lnk Control Links l, l0, li · · ·
Exp Join Conditions e,e0,ei · · · f · · ·

Table 1: Basic Sets
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contains the set of control links for which the activity is the source (respectively target), JCD which con-
tains the join condition, i.e., a boolean expression over control link names (those given in field TGT).
Moreover, the flow activity has an extra field, LNK, which contains the set of links that can be used by the
subactivities contained in this activity. Field names are also used to extract the content of a field from an
activity, e.g., if act is an activity, then act.BEH yields its behaviour. For example: a flow activity is given
by the record hKND = FLO , BEH = my behaviour, TGT = LT , SRC = LS , JCD = e, LNK = Li where LT , LS and
L are sets of control link names, and e is a boolean expression over link names. Finally, for the sake of
conciseness, we will drop field names in records and instead we will associate a fixed position to each
field. Hence, the flow activity given above becomes: hFLO ,my behaviour, LT ,LS ,e,Li.

We let ACT be the set of all activities and act a running element of ACT , the syntax of activities is
given in the following table:

act ::= nil (* nil activity *)
| ses | inv | rec (* atomic activities *)
| seq | flo | pic | rep (* structured activities *)

ses ::= hSES ,s@p, LT , LS , ei (* session initiation *)
inv ::= hINV ,s!op(x1, · · · ,xn), LT , LS , ei (* invocation *)
rec ::= hREC ,s?op(x1, · · · ,xn), LT , LS , ei (* reception *)
seq ::= hSEQ ,(act1; · · · ;actn), LT , LS , ei (* sequence *)
flo ::= hFLO ,(act1| · · · |actn), LT , LS , e,Li (* flow *)
pic ::= hPIC ,(rec1;act1)+ · · ·+(recn;actn), LT , LS , ei (* pick *)
rep ::= hREP ,(do pic1 until pic2), LT , LS , ei (* repeat *)

Note that in the production rule for flo, “|” is to be considered merely as a token separator. It is
preferred over comma because it is more visual and better conveys the intended intuitive meaning of the
flo activity being the container of a set of sub activities that run in parallel. The same remark applies
to symbols “;”, “+”, “ do” and “ until” which are used as token separators in the production rules for
seq, pic and rep to convey their appropriate intuitive meanings. Note that “|” and “+” are commutative.

Returning to our example in Figure 1 and considering the activity seq at the bottom left, its syntax is
given by the following expression:

hSEQ ,
( hINV ,s!resrv(desc), /0, /0, truei ; h · · · i ),
{sOK sBUY, qNOK sBUY,COMP sBUY},
/0,
(sOK sBUY and qNOK sBUY) or COMP sBUY

i
Subactivities. For an activity act, c

act is the set of all subactivities transitively contained in act: c
act

D
=

{act} [ \
act.BEH.

3.3 Well structured activities

A SeB activity act0 is well structured i f f the control links occuring in any activity of d
act0 satisfy the

unicity, scoping and non cyclicity conditions given below.
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Control links unicity
Given any control link l, and any pair of activities act and act’:
if (l 2 act.LNK \ act’.LNK) or (l 2 act.SRC \ act’.SRC) or (l 2 act.TGT \ act’.TGT) then act = act’

Control links scoping
if l 2 act.SRC (respectively if l 2 act.TGT ) then 9 act’,act” with act 2 d

act” and act’ 2 d
act” and with

l 2 act”.LNK and l 2 act’.TGT. (respectively l 2 act’.SRC).

Control links non cyclicity
Relation pred defined by: act pred act’ iff act.SRC\act’.TGT 6= /0, is acyclic.

4 Semantics of SeB

The semantics of SeB will be given in two steps. First, we show how SeB activities translate into control
graphs, then we use control graphs to provide the semantics of networked services. We have found that
this approach yields more concise semantics than those that can be found in similar work in Petri net
based approaches, notably when it comes to capturing the behavior of dead-path elimination. Also, this
approach allows us to take into account control links while at the same time considering static semantics.
This is important because control-flow and data-flow are interdependent in BPEL and therefore need
to be addressed jointly. In this section, we start by presenting control graphs and then provide the SOS

rules that define a translation of well structured activities, then we present configurations of networked
services and provide the reduction rules defining their operational semantics.

4.1 Control Graphs

Observable Actions The set ACTIONS of observable actions is defined by:
ACTIONS=def { a | a is any action of the form: s@p, s!op(x̃) or s?op(x̃) }

All actions We define the set ACTIONSt of all actions (ranged over by s ):
ACTIONSt =def ACTIONS[{t} where t denotes the unobservable action.

Control Graphs A control graph, G, is a labeled transition system with the following structure:
G =< G,g0 ,A ,!> where
� G is a set of states, called control states
� g0 is the initial control state
� A is a set of actions (A ⇢ ACTIONSt)
� !⇢ G ⇥ A ⇥ G

4.2 Semantics of activities

Control Links Maps: A Control link map c is a partial function from control links to booleans extended
with the undefined value. c : Lnk! {true, false,?}

Initial Control Links Map: For an activity act we define cact, the initial control links map: dom(cact) =
{ l | l occurs in c

act} and 8 l 2 dom(cact) : cact(l) =?

Evaluation of a join condition: If L is a set of control links, e a boolean expression over L and c a control
links map, then the evaluation of e in the context of c is written: c. e(L). Furthermore we consider that
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this evaluation is defined only when 8l 2 L,c(l) 6=?.

Control states of activities: A couple (c,act) is said to be a valid activity control state iff for any control
link, l, occuring in c

act: l 2 dom(c).

In table 2, we provide the SOS rules defining a translation from activities to control graphs. The rules
for the seq activity have been skipped as for any seq one can construct a behaviourally equivalent flo
activity that defines the same ordered list of subactivities by defining control links between consecutive
activities. Also, in activity flo we dropped field LNK since its value is constant (LNK is used to define a
scope for control link variables). The rules for the repeat activity rep are given by first replacing the rep

record, (do pic1 until pic2) with a triple noted (pic1[pic1>pic2). The meaning of each of the constituents
of the triple (pic1[act>pic2) is as follows: act encodes the current state of the repeat, pic1 is the activity
to be restarted when act becomes activity nil, pic2 is the activity that when started will terminate the
repeat. Also, in order to have an escape from the repeat, a static rule enforces that pic2 is not equal to
nil. A final notational convention is that “⇤” denotes a wildcard activity, as seen in the rule for dead-path
elimination (DPE).

The notation for value substitution in control link maps used in the rules of Table 2 needs an expla-
nation: c[true/l] =de f c0 where c0(l0) = c(l) for l 6= l0 and c0(l) = true. By abuse of notation, we also apply
value substitution to sets of control links. Hence, if P is a set of activities, then, e.g., c[false/bP.SRC] is the
substitution whereby any control link occuring as source of an activity in bP has its value set to false.

Rule priorities. On the ground SOS rules, i.e., those having no transitions in their premise, we define a
priority order as follows: FLO2 > FLO3 > REP3 > DPE > INV > SES > REC. This means that when two transitions are pos-
sible from a given state, each deriving from a ground rule such that the two corresponding ground rules
have differing priorities, then the one having a lower priority is pruned. We will discuss the properties of
control graphs obtained from such prioritised SOS rules later in the paper.

4.3 Control Graphs of SeB Activities
When applied to the initial control state (cact,act) of a well structured activity act, the SOS rules with
priorities defined above yield a control graph that we note cg(act). Figure 2 shows the control graph
generated for the QuoteComparer SeB service (Figure 1) based on the SOS rules defined in subsection 4.2.

In this control graph, let us consider the transition between states 9 and 11 which is labelled with
action q?noQuote(). State 9 is the state when both sessions s and q have been started and the two invoca-
tions s!getQuote(desc) and q!getQuote(desc) have been sent. At state 9, the value of all control links is
undefined (?). Transition 9! 11 transforms the receive activity q?noQuote() to nil and sets the control
link qNOK sBUY to true. The t transition 9! 11 represents the handling of the dead path elimination
whereby all control links outgoing from the receive activity q?quote(quote) are set to false.

Properties of Control Graphs of Activities: The following properties can be proven about control graphs
of activities:

• For any act the set of control states of cg(act) is finite. This is true because, on the one hand,
control links are a fixed vector which have a finite combination, and on the other hand, the set of
activities that can be derived from act is finite (all activities, except repeat, are reductions, and, for
repeat, all possible derivatives of (pic1[act>pic2) are syntactically smaller than (pic1[pic1>pic2).
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SES c. e(LT ) = true

(c,hSES ,s@p ,LT ,LS ,ei)
# s@p

(c[ true/LS
] ,nil)

INV c. e(LT ) = true

(c,h INV ,s!op(x̃) ,LT ,LS ,ei)
# s!op(x̃)

(c[ true/LS
] ,nil)

REC c. e(LT ) = true

(c,hREC ,s?op(x̃) ,LT ,LS ,ei)
# s?op(x̃)

(c[ true/LS
] ,nil)

FLO1

c. e(LT )= true (c,acti)
s��! (c0,act0)

(c,hFLO, act1|···|acti|···|actn , LT , LS , ei)
#s

(c0,hFLO, act1|···|act0|···|actn , LT , LS , ei)

FLO2 c. e(LT ) = true

( c, hFLO,act1|···|nil|···|actn , LT , LS , ei )
#t

( c0, hFLO, act1|···|···|actn , LT , LS , ei )

FLO3 c. e(LT ) = true

(c,hFLO, nil, LT , LS , ei) t�! (c[ true/LS
],nil)

PIC

c. e(LT )= true (c, rec) s��! (c0,nil)

( c, hPIC ,(rec;act)+P , LT , LS , e i )
#s

( c00, hFLO , act , LT , LS , e i )

where P = Â(reci ; acti)

and c00 = c0[false/bP.SRC ]

REP1

c. e(LT ) = true (c,act) s��! (c0,act0)
(c, hREP , pic1[ act>pic2, LT , LS , ei )

#s
(c0, hREP , pic1[ act’>pic2, LT , LS , ei )

REP2

c. e(LT )= true (c,pic2)
s��! (c0,act0)

(c, hREP , pic1[ pic1>pic2, LT , LS , ei )
#s

(c0, hFLO , act’ , LT , LS , ei )

REP3

c. e(LT )= true pic1 6= nil

(c, hREP , pic1[nil >pic2, LT , LS , ei )
#t

(c0, hREP , pic1[ pic1>pic2, LT , LS , ei )

where c0 = c[?/dpic1.SRC
,?/dpic1.TGT

]

DPE c. e(LT ) = false
(c,h⇤ , act, LT , LS , ei)

#t
(c[false/dact.SRC ], nil )

Table 2: SOS Rules for Activities
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Figure 2: The QuoteComparer Control Graph

• The set of control states of cg(act) is partitioned into four categories: silent states, receiving
states, transient states, and terminal states. The transitions leaving a silent state are all labeled
with the silent action t . The transitions leaving a receiving state are all labeled with reception
actions, while the transitions leaving a transient state are labeled with either invocation or session
initiation actions. This stems directly from the prioritized order of application of the SOS rules.
For instance, if in a given state both a “tau” and a “receive” transition are firable then only the “tau”
transition will be taken because it has higher priority over the “receive” transition. Moreover, the
silent t transitions are confluent since no two t transitions can be mutually conflicting. This can
be proven by visiting all SOS rules and verifying that if two t transitions are possible then if one
is taken the other is not discarded. (in fact, we can also show that transient transitions are also
confluent).

• All terminal states are of the form (c, nil). Hence they differ only by their control link map, and,
for any state, there exists a path that leads to a terminal state. This is true because any activity
that is head (i.e a candidate for execution) is either fireable (when the join condition yields true) or
cancellable (when the join condition yields false). In both cases, there is a possible transition that
removes the activity. Hence successor activities in turn become head and this proceeds until nil is
reached.

A consequence of the above properties is when applying observation equivalence minimisation, a
control graph can be reduced to a minimal control graph with no t actions and one and only terminal
state (because all terminal states are observationally equivalent). The graph resulting of such a reduc-
tion is said to verify the run to completion property. This property implies the following behaviour of
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control graphs: after a receive, all possible transient actions are executed before another message can be
received. Henceforth, when we write cg(act) we will consider that we are dealing with the minimised
control graph, and we will name its unique terminal state term(act).

Considering a well structured activity act, we will adopt the following notations: init(act) denotes
the initial state of cg(act); states(act) is the set of control states of cg(act); trans(act) is the set of
transitions of cg(act). For g,g0 2 states(act): g s�!

act
g0 , (g,s ,g0) 2 trans(act)

Open for reception. A state, g, of cg(act) is said to be open for reception on session s and we note
open(act,g,s), iff state g has at least one outgoing transition labeled with a receive action on session s.

More formally: open(act,g,s) =de f 9 op, x1 . . . xn, g0 such that g
s?op(x1,··· ,xn)��������!

act
g0

4.4 Free, bound, usage and forbidden occurrences of variables

Thanks to control graphs of (well structured) activities, we can define the notions of free, usage, bound
and forbidden occurences of variables. For an activity act we define the set of variables occurring in act:
V (act) =def { z | z occurs in c

act }

Binding occurrences. For variables y 2 V (act), s 2 V (act) and p 2 V (act), the following underlined
occurrences are said to be binding occurrences in act: s@p, s?op(· · · ,y, · · ·) and s?op(· · · , p, · · ·). We
denote BV (act) the set of variables having a binding occurrence in act.

Usage occurrences. For variables y 2 V (act), s 2 V (act) and p 2 V (act), the following underlined
occurrences are said to be usage occurrences in act: s@p, s?op(· · ·), s!op(· · ·), s!op(· · · , p, · · ·) and
s!op(· · · ,y, · · ·). We denote UV (act) the set of variables having at least one usage occurrence in act.

Free occurrences. A variable z 2 V (act) is said to occur free in act, iff there is a path in cg(act):
g0

s1��!
act

g1, · · · ,gn�1
sn��!
act

gn where z has a usage occurrence in sn and has no binding occurrence in

any of s1, · · · ,sn�1. We denote FV (act) the set of variables having at least one free occurrence in act.

Forbidden occurences. op?(· · · p0 · · ·) and s0@p are forbidden occurences. As we shall explain later,
p0 is reserved for the own location of the service, while s0 is a reserved session variable that receives a
session id implicitly at service instantiation time.

5 Syntax and Semantics of Networked Services

5.1 Service Configurations

Let m be a partial map from variables Var to Val [{?}, the set of values augmented with the undefined
value. Henceforth, we consider couples (m, act) where dom(m) =V(act).

Deployable services. The couple (m, pic) is a deployable service iff:
• m(p0) 6=? (the service has a defined location address recorded in p0),

• pic.BEH = Âs0?opi(x̃i) ; acti (pic has all its receive actions on session s0),

• FV(act)\SesVar={s0} (s0 is the only free session variable),
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• 8z2FV(act) \ {s0} : m(z) 6=? (free variables, except s0, have defined values)

Running service instances. Informally, a deployed service behaves like a factory creating a new running
service instance each time it receives a session initiation request. The initial state of the instance is given
by a triple (m[b/s0], pic I init(pic)) where s0 has received an initial value, b , a freshly created session
id, and where init(pic) is the initial control state. The new instance will then run and interact with the
client that initiated the session and with other services that it orchestrates. The running state of a service
instance derived from the deployable service (m, pic) is the triple (m0, pic Ig) where g 2 states(pic) is
the current control state of the instance and m0, with dom(m0) = dom(m), is its current map.

Deployable clients. We can similarly define the concepts of deployable “pure” client and client instance.
A deployable client is a couple (m, act) where act.BEH = s@p; s!op(x1, · · · ,xn); act

0 where s is the
only session variable occurring in act and where s@p is the only session initiation action present in c

act.
The deployment of a deployable client (m, act) yields the running client instance (m, act I init(act)).

Well partnered sets of services. A set, {(m1,pic1), · · · ,(mk,pick)}, of deployable services is said to be
well partnered iff:

• 8i, j : i 6= j) mi(p0) 6= m j(p0) (any two services have different location addresses),

• 8i, p : mi(p) 6=?) 9 j with mi(p) = m j(p0) (any partner required by one service is present in the
set of services).

Running configurations. A running configuration, C, is a collection made of a well partnered set of ser-
vices, a set of service instances and a set of client instances, all running in parallel. We use the symbol ⇧
to denote the associative and commutative parallel operator:

C ::= (m,pic) (* service *)
| (m,pic Ig) (* service instance *)
| (m,act Ig) (* client instance *)
| C ⇧C (* running configuration *)

Networked configurations. A networked configuration is a triple b C eb Q eb B e where C is a running
configuration, Q is a set of message queues and B a set of session bindings. Q and B are introduced
hereafter.

Message queues. Q is a set made of message queues with Q ::= q | q⇧Q, where q is an individual FIFO
message queue of the form q ::= d  - M̃ with M̃ a possibly empty list of ordered messages and d the
destination of the messages in the queue. The contents of M̃ depend on the destination type. If d is
a service location, M̃ contains only session initiation requests of the form new(a). However if d is a
session id, then M̃ contains only operation messages of the form op(w̃).

Session bindings. A session binding is an unordered pair of session ids (a , b ). A running set of session
bindings is noted B and has the syntax B ::= (a, b ) | (a,b ) ⇧ B. If (a,b ) 2B then a and b are said
to be bound and messages sent on local session id a are routed to a partner holding local session id b ,
and vice-versa.

5.2 Semantics of Networked Services

We now turn to the semantics of networked services. Our aim is twofold: to provide a full semantics to
SeB and to formalize the property that we want to assess in SeB programs. The semantics is again defined
using the following 4 SOS rules.
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SES1 g s@p���!
act

g0 m(p) = p

b ··· (m,act Ig) ···eb···(p  - eM)··· ebB e �!

b ··· (m[a/s], act Ig0) ··· eb···(p  - eM·new(b ) ) ··· eb (a,b ) ⇧B e

a,b fresh

SES2 m(p0) = p

b ··· (m, pic) ··· eb ··· (p  - new(b )· eM) ··· ebB e �!

b···(m, pic) ⇧ (m[b/s0], pic I g0)···eb···(p - eM)···ebB e

g0= init(pic)

INV g
s!op(x1,···,xn)��������!

act
g0 m(s) = a (a,b ) 2B

b ··· (m,act Ig) ··· eb···(b  - eM)··· ebB e �!

b ··· (m, act Ig0) ··· eb··· ( b  - eM·op(m(x1), ···, m(xn)) ) ··· ebB e

REC g
s?op(x1,···,xn)��������!

act
g0 m(s) = b

b ··· (m,act Ig) ···eb···(b  - op(w1, ···, wn)· eM)··· ebB e �!

b ··· (m[w1/x1, ···,
wn/xn], act Ig0) ··· eb···(b  - eM) ··· ebB e

Rule SES1 applies when one of the service instances has a session initiation transition, s@p, with
m(p) = p , i.e., the address of the remote service is p . In that case, two fresh session ids are created
(a,b ), the first is for the local session end, and the second for the distant session end, and a message
new(b ) is put at the tail of the queue towards service p .
Rule SES2 applies precisely when message new(b ) is the head of the input queue of the service located
at p (this service verifies m(p0) = p). The effect of the rule is that the message is consumed and a new
service instance is created with root session s0 set to b .
Rules INV states that when a service instance is ready to send an invocation message over session s whose
session id is a , then the message is appended to the queue whose target is b which is bound to a . Rule
REC is symmetrical to rule INV.

Property of safe interaction. We now turn to the property that we wish to verify through session types and
well typedness algorithm. In a running configuration, interaction safety is verified when the following
situation never occurs: a service reaches a state where it waits for an input on a session, and the message
that is at the head of the queue for that session is not expected. i.e., the service has a no matching pick
or receive activity. Stated formally, the property is as follows: In a state, W, reached by a well typed
collection, with W = b ··· (m,pic Ig) ···eb···(b  - op(w̃)· eM)··· eb B e where m(s) = b and open(pic,g,s)
then W! b ··· (m0,pic Ig0) ···eb···(b  - · eM)··· ebB e.

6 Typed SeB

6.1 Session Types

Action types. An action type, h , is either a send action type, written h =!op(X1, · · · ,Xn), or a receive
action type, h =?op(X1, · · · ,Xn), where Xi is either a session type name, T , or a data type identifier, t.
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We let ACTIONTYPES denote the set of all action types, and will adopt the notation X̃ to denote a vector
of dimension 0 or more: X1, · · · ,Xn.

Syntax of session types. We let ST run over session types. ST is as follows:

ST ::= 4 (* Terminal State *)
| T,P (* Session Type name *)
| ÂI ?opi(X̃i); Ti (* Input Choice *)
| �I !opi(X̃i); Ti (* Output Choice *)
| 5 (* Error State *)

where we assume a set of defining equations associating names to session types: E = {T1 = ST1, · · · ,Tn =
STn} and we adopt the notation E(Ti) = STi. Moreover, we assume that the operations, opi, appearing
in the input and output choice are all different, i.e., session types are deterministic.

Semantics of Session Types. The semantics of session types is given through a translation to labelled
transition systems with labels in ACTIONTYPES, and defined with the 3 SOS rules below. Moreover, we
will consider this labelled transition system endowed with its natural bisimulation relation, noted ⌘.

�I !opi(X̃i); Ti
!opi(X̃i)����! Ti

Send

ÂI ?opi(X̃i); Ti
?opi(X̃i)����! Ti

Receive

E(T ) = ST, ST h��! ST 0, E(T 0) = ST 0

T h��! T 0
Session Type Name

Service Type. The session type ST is said to be a service type iff the following three conditions are met:
(i) ST = ÂI ?opi(X̃i); Ti, (ii)4 is a sink state of ST and (iii)5 is not a sink state of ST . We will use P
to run over service type names, i.e., E(P) = ST where ST is a service type.

Dual Session Types. For a session type, ST , its dual ST is obtained by swaping sends and receives. The
dual of a session type name, T , is another name T with E(T ) = E(T ). Of course we have ST = ST .

Client Type. ST is said to be a client type iff its dual ST is a service type.

6.2 Subtyping with Progress

Subtyping relation. We need an adapted version of the classical subtyping relation and define subtyping
with progress on session types as follows: SwP is a subtyping with progress relation iff for all ST1 and
ST2: (i) (ST1 SwP ST2)) (ST1⌘4, ST2⌘4) and (ii) the following two diagram conditions hold where
continuous lines and arrows represent the “if exists” part and dotted lines and arrows represent the “then
exists” part:

ST1
SwP

ST2

ST 01

!op(X1,··· ,Xn)
_

.......................SwP
ST 02

!op(Y1,··· ,Yn)
_

........

ST1
SwP

ST2

ST 01

?op(X1,··· ,Xn)
_

........
.......................SwP

ST 02

?op(Y1,··· ,Yn)
_

where 8i : Xi SwP Yi where 8i : Xi SwP Yi
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In the above digrams, we consider that if Xi and Yi are data types, then Xi SwP Yi, Xi =Yi. A session type
ST1 is said to be a sub-progress type of a session type ST 2, written ST1 � ST2, iff there exists a subtyping
with progress relation, SwP, such that ST1 SwP ST2.

6.3 Adding types to SeB

In this section we extend SeB with explicit types. We consider now the map m̂ as composed of two maps:
m̂ = (ḿ, m̀), where ḿ is the value map (previously noted m) and m̀ the type map, mapping variables to
types:
m̀ : (DatVar! DatTyp)[ (SrvVar! SrvTyp))[ (SesVar! SesTyp[{?}).
We need to redefine the notions of deployable service and of well partenered configuration.

Deployable typed service. A couple (m̂,pic) is a deployable typed service iff:
• (ḿ,pic) is a deployable service,

• dom(m̀) =V(act) (all variables must have initial types),

• m̀(s0)= m̀(p0) (session variable s0 is initiated with the dual type of the service type),

• 8s2V(act)\{s0}: m̀(s)=? (the initial type of all other session variables is ?)

The initial running instance of a deployable typed service (m̂,pic) is given by the triple (ḿ, pic I init(pic))
and its well typedness is assessed by considering the typing part, i.e., the triple (m̀, pic I init(pic)).

7 Related work
Behavioural types associated to sessions have been studied for protocols [7] and software components
[19]. Service orchestration calculi including the notion of sessions have also been defined [1, 12], as
well as session-based graphical orchestration languages [6]. Correlation is a different approach in which
messages that are logically related are identified as sharing the same correlation data [13] as it occurs,
for example, when a unique id related to a client is passed in any message referring to that client. Notably
BPEL [17] features correlations sets, and we could have defined a “session oriented” style in BPEL using
correlation sets. However, this approach would not lend itself easily to typing. On the other hand, BPEL

correlation sets allow for multi-party choreographies to be defined. We argue that similar expressivity is
attainable with session types by extending them to support multi-party sessions. This is a challenge for
future work, particularly considering that another layer of complexity is added with the concept of multi-
party session types [8, 2] . In both session-based and correlation based approaches, defining behavioural
types has often proved difficult: while sessions make simpler, with respect to correlation approaches, the
identification of interaction patterns that are to be typed, session based calculi with higher order session
communication, defined in p-calculus style, have also been studied, but make typing non-trivial and
difficult to support automatic verification [11, 16].

Session types usually take the form of finite-state automata, sometimes borrowing process algebra
concepts. The distinction between external and internal choice corresponding to input and output mes-
sages is the major source of difficulty for determining compatibility between components or services
[15, 4].

The work on BPEL described in [10, 18, 14] is most related to ours. In [10] the authors provide a
full static semantics for data flow in BPEL, covering also xpath data types. In [18] the authors provide a
full semantics of control flow of a comprehensive part of BPEL. Their approach is based on a translation
on Petri Nets. We have shown that using a direct semantics based on records and SOS rules can be also
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elegant and concise. Perhaps the work that is closest is the one given in [14]. The authors present an
interesting typing system on a process calculus inspired from BPEL, but it does not cover behavioural
typing and does not tackle BPEL control links.

8 Conclusion
A Web service orchestration that is “interaction safe” does not lead to interaction errors, such as unex-
pected messages being sent or received from one partner to another. In order to provide a basis for the
verification of such a property, we have adapted and formalised a subset of the widely adopted orches-
tration language BPEL. The resulting formalism, that we call SeB for Sessionized BPEL, supports typed
sessions as first class citizens of the language. The formalisation we have given is novel because the op-
erational semantics are broken into two steps. This seperation has allowed us to define relatively consise
semantics compared to other approaches. Furthermore our semantics take into account the effect of BPEL

control links, which are an essential and often neglected part of the language.
We briefly introduce session types as a means of prescribing the correct structure of an interaction

between two partner services during the fulfilment of a service. A SeB service declares the session types
that it can provide to prospective partners, while also declaring its required session types. Based on these
declarations, we show how session types could be used to verify whether or not a service is well-typed,
hence answering the question of whether or not the service respects its required and provided types and
is therefore interaction safe. The formal approach taken with SeB as presented in this paper opens up the
possibility of defining and proving other properties of Web service interactions. These include but are
not limited to controllability and progress properties, which we hope to tackle in future work.
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With web services already being key ingredients of modern web systems, automatic and easy-to-use
but at the same time powerful and expressive testing frameworks for web services are increasingly
important. Our work aims at fully automatic testing of web services: ideally the user only specifies
properties that the web service is expected to satisfy, in the form of input-output relations, and the
system handles all the rest. In this paper we present in detail the component which lies at the heart
of this system: how the WSDL specification of a web service is used to automatically create test
case generators that can be fed to PropEr, a property-based testing tool, to create structurally valid
random test cases for its operations and check its responses. Although the process is fully automatic,
our tool optionally allows the user to easily modify its output to either add semantic information to
the generators or write properties that test for more involved functionality of the web services.

1 Introduction

Web services are an essential part of modern web systems, especially since the appearance of the Service-
Oriented Architecture (SOA). Testing web services, however, is an extremely slow and painful process,
mainly due to the overly verbose nature of XML SOAP messages which makes writing test cases by hand
not a practical option. Many of the existing tools for testing web services help speed up this process,
up to a point, but when the web service functionality becomes involved, they fail to assist the tester in
testing the web services in an easy and straightforward manner.

One approach that could be used to make the testing of involved web services easier is property-
based testing (PBT). The idea of PBT is to express the properties that a program must satisfy in the
form of input-output relations, and present the general structure of valid input messages, while letting
the system handle the creation of progressively more complex test cases in an attempt to find a counter-
example for the property. Property-based testing is gaining popularity, especially in the community of
functional programming languages where tools such as QuickCheck (for Haskell and Erlang) or PropEr
(for Erlang) exist. Property-based testing applied to web services shares the same problem as other
testing approaches: the generators would be most cumbersome to write manually. This is where our tool
comes in: It automatically creates test case generators and simple properties to be tested based on the
WSDL specification of the web service and feeds them to PropEr for execution. Skipping ahead, we
show a small example of using our tool to perform fully-automated response testing on a web service
that, at the time of this writing (May 2012), can be accessed freely on the web:⌥ ⌅

Eshell V5.9 (abort with ^G)

1> proper_ws:response_check("http://www.webservicex.net/ConvertCooking.asmx?WSDL").

Testing property: prop_ChangeCookingUnit_responds

..... (100 dots) .....

OK: Passed 100 test(s).

true⌦⌃ ⇧
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In this example, what our tool did is to read the WSDL specification of this web service and, based on
the types and operations that were specified there, created a file with test case generators and a property,
called prop ChangeCookingUnit responds. After compiling and loading this file, it performed 100
random tests on the web service to check its responsiveness and the web service responded with valid
SOAP messages on all these tests. Our tool however, is designed for more. Optionally, it allows the user
to easily modify the created generators and properties in order to test more involved properties that the
web service must satisfy.

In this paper we focus on the description of the methods that our tool employs to handle this au-
tomatic test case generation. Similar ideas have already appeared in a number of papers, however the
corresponding tools have yet to mature, while our design can lead to much deeper and more thorough
testing possibilities because of its integration with PropEr, a state-of-the-art property based testing tool.
In addition, we present some example uses of these generators in automatically testing web services for
unexpected behaviors.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next section presents the system architecture of
our tool and reviews its key components: PropEr, Yaws, and xmerl. Section 3 describes the techniques
used to handle automatic creation of test case generators and properties, along with some examples to
show the form of the output code. In Section 4, we show how to use our tool to test a single operation of
a web service, fully automatically. Section 5 compares our work with related research and tools already
available, while the last section draws conclusions and presents ideas for future work.

2 System Architecture

Figure 1 shows the architecture of our testing framework. Given a URI, the testing starts by obtaining
the WSDL specification of the web service. This specification is then fed into two different Erlang tools,
Yaws and xmerl, which will be briefly described later in this section. Using xmerl we extract all the type
information associated with the WSDL specification, while using Yaws we extract needed information
for all supported (SOAP) operations. These two pieces of information are then used to create a testing file
(proper ws autogen) with Erlang code that contains PropEr generators and properties ready for use.
Then, the user can (optionally) modify this auto-generated file to add his own properties or refine the
generators. The testing file is then given as input to PropEr, which generates random test cases, invokes
the web service (using Yaws as a SOAP wrapper) and then analyzes the result.

Figure 1: System architecture of our property-based testing framework.
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2.1 WSDL

WSDL is the leading specification for web services in XML format [5], describing the web service in
full: operations, input and output message types, locations, bindings, port types, etc.

Every WSDL specification contains (or references) an XSD schema inside, describing the types of the
messages needed to invoke the web service [6, 9]. The types of these messages are divided in two large
categories: simple and complex types. Simple types can be either primitive data types, such as floats,
integers, strings, etc., aggregates of the above, such as lists and unions, or restricted versions of them,
like enumerations or range-constrained integers. Complex types on the other hand are derived (extended
or restricted) based on other types, which in turn are either simple or complex. Usually, complex types
are created by forming element aggregates - sequences or choices.

In addition to types, WSDL also describes the operations the web service provides, along with infor-
mation linking the input and output messages of an operation with types defined in the XSD schema.

2.2 PropEr

Property-based testing is a relatively new approach to software testing. The user specifies the gen-
eral structure of valid inputs, together with properties expected to hold about the input-output relation.
PropEr [10] is an Erlang-based PBT tool that can receive this information and create progressively more
complex test cases, execute them and then monitor the response to make sure it conforms with the spec-
ified properties. In addition, should a failing test case occur, PropEr will try to locate the part of the
test case that is actually responsible for the fault by shrinking (i.e. simplifying) the offending test case.
Since properties are written in the host language (Erlang), the user can utilize all of its expressivity to
successfully describe a vast range of input-output relations.

To use PropEr for web service testing, we first need to specify the structure of the SOAP messages
that will be used to invoke the web service operations. Then we need a property that will receive the
web service’s response and use it for validation. Both of these, are handled by our tool. By parsing the
WSDL specification we create valid PropEr generators, while a sample property is created, that tests that
no exceptions (SOAP Faults) happened and that the XML response was well formed.

2.3 Yaws

Yaws is one of the most widely used Erlang HTTP web servers [14]. Yaws uses an XML parser called
Erlsom to handle the encoding and decoding of SOAP messages, a parser module faster and more user
friendly than the xmerl module of the Erlang distribution, imposing however a few additional limitations.
In our framework, Yaws is used at two different times: in the beginning, in order to extract all the
supported SOAP operations from the WSDL specification, and during the actual testing phase, as an
intermediary between PropEr and the web service, wrapping the data generated by PropEr in a valid
SOAP structure, invoking a web service operation with the formed SOAP message, retrieving the result
and returning it in the form of an Erlang tuple to PropEr for further analysis.

2.4 xmerl

Xmerl is an XML parser, included in the Erlang/OTP distribution [13]. It transforms any XML to a (rather
verbose) Erlang structure containing all the information contained in the original XML document. In our
framework, xmerl is used to parse the XSD Schema of the WSDL specification into an Erlang structure,
in order to extract afterward the typing information needed to create PropEr generators.
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3 Automatic Creation of Generators and Properties

3.1 Automatic Creation of Test Case Generators from WSDL Types

At the heart of our tool lies the automatic creation of PropEr generators from the types described in
the WSDL specification. To that end, we introduce an intermediate Erlang representation of the WSDL
types; a representation that can be directly mapped to PropEr generators, while at the same time is easier
to work with and can be used to handle all constraining facets of the XSD Schema.

Using an XSD schema, one can describe increasingly complex types by combining smaller, simple
data types into complex ones. Therefore, the first step towards creating the intermediate representation
is mapping the primitive data types into Erlang tuples. The following table shows this mapping for some
of the most used basic types:

Simple Type Erlang Intermediate Representation

boolean {erlsom bool, bool, []}
float {erlsom string, float, {inf, inf}}

double {erlsom string, float, {inf, inf}}
integer {erlsom string, integer, {inf, inf}}

nonPositiveInteger {erlsom string, integer, {inf, 0}}
negativeInteger {erlsom string, integer, {inf, -1}}

long {erlsom string, integer, {-1 bsl 63, 1 bsl 63 -1}}
int {erlsom int, integer, {-1 bsl 31, 1 bsl 31 - 1}}

short {erlsom string, integer, {-1 bsl 15, 1 bsl 15 - 1}}
byte {erlsom string, integer, {-1 bsl 7, 1 bsl 7 - 1}}

nonNegativeInteger {erlsom string, integer, {0, inf}}
positiveInteger {erlsom string, integer, {1, inf}}
unsignedLong {erlsom string, integer, {0, 1 bsl 64 - 1}}

unsignedInt {erlsom string, integer, {0, 1 bsl 32 - 1}}
unsignedShort {erlsom string, integer, {0, 1 bsl 16 - 1}}
unsignedByte {erlsom string, integer, {0, 1 bsl 8 - 1}}

string {list, {{range, 0, inf}, {erlsom int, integer, {32, 127}}}}

The above format allows us to handle most facets — like the min/max facets — simply by altering
the related values according to the schema. In addition, the same list tuple is used to combine elements
inside complex structures, when their (minOccurs,maxOccurs) attributes are different than (1,1).

Another important issue that needs addressing is how to combine these simple data types into com-
plex ones. In an XSD schema, there are three main combinators for this: any, sequence and choice. The
following table shows how to create a complex type. We assume we have the name of the complex type
in the TypeName variable, and the generators of the “elements” of the complex type in the Generators
variable.

Indicator Erlang Intermediate Representation

all {TypeName, {tuple, Generators}}
sequence {TypeName, {tuple, Generators}}

choice {TypeName, {union, Generators}}

This intermediate representation can be easily mapped to Erlang code. In the following table we see
how most of the tuples of the intermediate representation representing simple types are mapped to code:
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Erlang Intermediate Representation Code

{ , integer, {inf, inf}} integer()

{ , integer, {Min, Max}} integer(Min, Max)

{ , float, {inf, inf}} float()

{ , float, {Min, Max}} float(Min, Max)

{ , bool, } union([true, false])

The first argument is one of erlsom int, erlsom string, or erlsom bool. This argument is used
afterward to wrap the resulting code inside a ?LET macro if needed like this:

?LET(Gen, Code, %TYPE% to list(Gen))

which converts the generated instance to a string, if Yaws expects it as such.

3.2 Example

The following XSD Schema is an example of a type specification of a web service which we will use to
show how generators are created.
<complexType name="ProductType">

<sequence>

<element maxOccurs="1" minOccurs="1" name="name" type="xsd:string"/>

<element maxOccurs="1" minOccurs="1" name="price" type="xsd:positiveInteger"/>

<element maxOccurs="1" minOccurs="1" name="shipInfo" type="impl:ShipInfo"/>

</sequence>

</complexType>

<simpleType name="PaymentType">

<restriction base="xsd:string">

<enumeration value="visa"/>

<enumeration value="paypal"/>

<enumeration value="deposit"/>

</restriction>

</simpleType>

<complexType name="ShipInfo">

<sequence>

<element maxOccurs="1" minOccurs="1" name="paymentInfo" type="impl:PaymentType"/>

<element maxOccurs="1" minOccurs="1" name="address" type="xsd:string"/>

</sequence>

</complexType>

<element name="Order">

<complexType>

<sequence>

<element maxOccurs="unbounded" minOccurs="1" name="products" type="impl:ProductType"/>

</sequence>

</complexType>

</element>

<element name="Product" type="impl:ProductType"/>

Suppose we want to create a generator for an operation "placeOrder" of a web service that takes
as an argument a single element "Order". In the front end of the implementation, we use the informa-
tion provided by the xmerl module after parsing the schema to go through all elements and their types
recursively, passing through all the nodes of the XSD schema in a depth-first search style. In every such
node, we create a tuple that contains both name and type information for the node and all its successors.

Simple types yield tuples that contain only type information, along with an atom to facilitate compat-
ibility with Erlsom and Yaws. In our example, we encounter three different simple types. Two of them,
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namely xsd:string and xsd:positiveInteger represent primitive data types of the WSDL specifi-
cation, whereas tns:PaymentType is a user defined simple type: a restriction upon the string type. The
tuples associated with these types in our tool are:

xsd:positiveInteger : {erlsom_string, integer, {1, inf}}

The positiveInteger primitive data type is mapped by default to the above tuple. Its first element,
the Erlang atom erlsom string, states that for compatibility with Yaws it must be converted to String
before wrapped in a valid SOAP structure, its second element states that the base PropEr generator is
integer(), and the last denotes the range [1,+•).

xsd:string : {list, {{range, 0, inf}, {erlsom_int, integer, {32, 127}}}}

This simple type shows how strings are mapped to intermediate tuples. The first element shows that the
entire tuple represents a list and the second argument specifies the length of the list (in this case it is
arbitrary) and the inner type (its intermediate representation) of the list (in this case a character; since
strings in Erlang are lists of numbers, the generator creates such lists with integers in the range 32–127,
printable characters in the ASCII table).

tns:PaymentType: {elements, ["visa", "paypal", "deposit"]}

The final simple type is a user defined restriction upon the basic string data type, defining an enumeration
of the acceptable values. As a result the only acceptable values are "visa", "paypal" or "deposit"
and the intermediate tuple denotes just that.

Elements yield tuples that contain type and naming information. The naming information contains
the name of the element (if it exists) as well as namespace information of the XSD Schema. For example
the "price" element:

<element maxOccurs="1" minOccurs="1" name="price"

type="xsd:positiveInteger"/>

is represented with the tuple:

{{price, [’ProductType’], ’http://bar’}, {erlsom_string, integer, {1, inf}}}

Finally, complex types usually define aggregates of simple types. In our example, we encounter three
complex types, all of which combine child elements with a sequence combinator - other options would
include all or choice. For example, the "ShipInfo" complex type is represented as:

{{’ShipInfo’,[],’http://bar’},

{tuple,

[{{paymentInfo,[’ShipInfo’],’http://bar’},

{{’PaymentType’,[],’http://bar’},

{elements,["visa","paypal","deposit"]}}},

{{address,[’ShipInfo’],’http://bar’},

{list, {{range,0,inf}, {erlsom_int,integer,{32,127}}}}}]}}

This shows that besides the name information, the intermediate representation consists of a tuple

atom, which is indicative of the sequence combinator, and a list of the child intermediate tuples. In
this case, since the minOccurs and maxOccurs attributes for the child elements are both equal to one,
we include the child generator as is. In case these attributes implied a collection (e.g., unbounded), we
would need to wrap the inner generators inside another list generator.
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1 generate_Order_1_products_ProductType_name() ->

2 list(integer(32, 127)).

3

4 generate_Order_1_products_ProductType_price() ->

5 ?LET(Gen, integer(1, inf), integer_to_list(Gen)).

6

7 generate_Order_1_products_ProductType_shipInfo_ShipInfo_paymentInfo_PaymentType() ->

8 elements(["visa", "paypal", "deposit"]).

9

10 generate_Order_1_products_ProductType_shipInfo_ShipInfo_address() ->

11 list(integer(32, 127)).

12

13 generate_Order_1_products_ProductType_shipInfo_ShipInfo() ->

14 ?LET({Pr_Order_1_products_ProductType_shipInfo_ShipInfo_paymentInfo_PaymentType,

15 Pr_Order_1_products_ProductType_shipInfo_ShipInfo_address},

16 {generate_Order_1_products_ProductType_shipInfo_ShipInfo_paymentInfo_PaymentType(),

17 generate_Order_1_products_ProductType_shipInfo_ShipInfo_address()},

18 [Pr_Order_1_products_ProductType_shipInfo_ShipInfo_paymentInfo_PaymentType,

19 Pr_Order_1_products_ProductType_shipInfo_ShipInfo_address]).

20

21 generate_Order_1_products_ProductType() ->

22 ?LET({Pr_Order_1_products_ProductType_name,

23 Pr_Order_1_products_ProductType_price,

24 Pr_Order_1_products_ProductType_shipInfo_ShipInfo},

25 {generate_Order_1_products_ProductType_name(),

26 generate_Order_1_products_ProductType_price(),

27 generate_Order_1_products_ProductType_shipInfo_ShipInfo()},

28 [Pr_Order_1_products_ProductType_name,

29 Pr_Order_1_products_ProductType_price,

30 Pr_Order_1_products_ProductType_shipInfo_ShipInfo]).

31

32 generate_Order_1_products() ->

33 ?LET(Len, range(1, inf), vector(Len, generate_Order_1_products_ProductType())).

34

35 generate_Order_1() ->

36 ?LET(Pr_Order_1_products, generate_Order_1_products(), [Pr_Order_1_products]).

Figure 2: Generators which are automatically generated for the XSD schema of our example

The mapping of the intermediate tuples to PropEr generators is pretty straightforward by design.
Special care is only needed to ensure names for all generators are unique. To that end we use the full
path up to the current node as prefix, leading to rather long but descriptive and unique names. The
generators that are automatically produced for the previous example by our tool are shown in Figure 2.

Its code reveals the generation method. Simple types, like the "PaymentType", are mapped almost
directly with special care taken if needed to add a wrapper that converts the generated data to string if
that is required by Yaws. Complex types on the other hand, need to be represented as lists for Yaws to
accept them, and we use ?LET macros to that end.

PropEr would allow for simplicity to create less verbose versions of these generators with a little
extra care for unique naming. For example the last generator could have been written as:

35 generate_Order_1() ->

36 [generate_Order_1_products()].
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While in a small example as the above, this would appear preferable, it actually makes things more
difficult for the user, should she want to modify the generated test data or the generators. The importance
of the ?LET macro can be seen in the following example: Suppose a web service has an operation that
takes as input an element with an ISBN field amongst others (a semantically valid ISBN is a unique
identifier for a book and consists of 10 single digits, the last of which is determined by the previous nine
via a congruence). For such a web service, our tool would generate code of the following form:

generate_opName() ->

?LET({Pr_opName_ISBN, ...},

{generate_opName_ISBN(), ...},

[Pr_opName_ISBN, ...]).

where the generate opName ISBN() generator would create a 10-member list of single digit inte-
gers. With a small function that changes the first digit so that the ISBN congruence is satisfied (e.g.,
ISBNize()), one could rewrite the generator as:

generate_opName() ->

?LET({Pr_opName_ISBN, ...},

{generate_opName_ISBN(), ...},

[ISBNize(Pr_opName_ISBN), ...]).

This is only possible with the use of the ?LET macro that allows a user to modify and combine the
generated data.

3.3 Automatic Creation of Properties from WSDL Operations

In addition to automatically creating generators, our tool also creates a couple of functions for each web
service operation, that invokes this operation using Yaws. Also, it creates a small property to test that the
web service always responds for random test cases, with a well formed SOAP message. This approach
allows us to find most basic errors in a web service implementation identifying SOAP:Fault structures,
since SOAP Faults are analogous to Java exceptions.

For the XSD Schema of the previous section, our tool creates the following code:
38 call_placeOrder(Arguments) ->

39 inets:start(),

40 call_placeOrder(yaws_soap_lib:initModel(?WSDL_URL), Arguments).

41

42 call_placeOrder(WSDL, Arguments) ->

43 yaws_soap_lib:call(WSDL, "placeOrder", Arguments).

Both functions invoke the placeOrder operation of the web service feeding Arguments to Yaws to
wrap in a SOAP message. The difference between the two, is that the first function attempts to start the
inets module (an Erlang module that includes an HTTP client) and also parses the WSDL specification
of the web service in order to create the model Yaws needs in order to make the actual call. The second
function takes the WSDL model of the web service as an argument and invokes the operation directly,
thus being more efficient than the first.

Finally, the property that is automatically created is the following:
46 prop_placeOrder_responds() ->

47 ?FORALL(Args, generate_Order_1(),

48 case call_placeOrder(Args) of

49 {ok, _Attribs, [#’soap:Fault’{}]} -> false;

50 {ok, _Attribs, _Result_record} -> true;

51 _ -> false

52 end).
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The responds property is a FORALL macro, creating random data for the web service using the PropEr
generators previously created, uses the aforementioned calling functions to invoke the operation and
finally pattern matches on the resulting tuple. If Yaws encounters some problem in parsing the SOAP
messages an {error, Reason} tuple is returned and the property is not satisfied. Also, if a soap:Fault
struct is encountered as the body of the web service SOAP response, the web service has failed to respond
correctly and the property is also not satisfied. In any other case, Yaws was able to parse a valid SOAP
answer, so we assume the web service responded correctly and move on to the next test case. For deeper
result validation the user needs to modify this property (or write another) utilizing the full power of a
property-based testing tool like PropEr.

For the resulting file to be compilable, we should include all headers, defines, and imports needed. In
addition the tool creates a function answer placeOrder which shows how to extract the answer record
that is returned by Yaws. Finally, the extension also uses erlsom to output a small .hrl (Erlang header)
file that describes the records used for the responses of the Service. This header file helps the user in
decoding the SOAP message responses without having to deal with XML parsing.

4 Response Testing of Web Services

One kind of testing our tool can handle, which is completely automatic, is response testing. Basically,
the output file created contains a property that invokes the operations of the web service with random
inputs and expects an answer for each invocation. This basically checks if a web service crashes for a
specific input or similar unwanted behaviors. Let us see how to use response testing to test an existing
web service that converts between cooking units. This free web service is hosted at http://www.
webservicex.net/ConvertCooking.asmx. We get its WSDL specification using the URI http:

//www.webservicex.net/ConvertCooking.asmx?WSDL". Its XSD Schema is the following:

<s:element name="ChangeCookingUnit">

<s:complexType>

<s:sequence>

<s:element minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1" name="CookingValue" type="s:double" />

<s:element minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1" name="fromCookingUnit" type="tns:Cookings" />

<s:element minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1" name="toCookingUnit" type="tns:Cookings" />

</s:sequence>

</s:complexType>

</s:element>

<s:simpleType name="Cookings">

<s:restriction base="s:string">

<s:enumeration value="drop" />

<s:enumeration value="dash" />

...

<s:enumeration value="TenCan" />

</s:restriction>

</s:simpleType>

<s:element name="ChangeCookingUnitResponse">

<s:complexType>

<s:sequence>

<s:element minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1" name="ChangeCookingUnitResult" type="s:double" />

</s:sequence>

</s:complexType>

</s:element>

<s:element name="double" type="s:double" />
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where the Cookings simple type is a large enumeration with most of its values omitted in the Schema
above. While our tool could be used to test the above web service fully automatically as shown in
Section 1, the process can also be broken in intermediate steps to allow for user oversight and/or modifi-
cations. Firstly, we create the output file (by default this file is named proper ws autogen.erl), which
then can be used directly for compilation and checking the web service:⌥ ⌅

Eshell V5.9 (abort with ^G)

1> wsdl_handler:generate("http://www.webservicex.net/ConvertCooking.asmx?WSDL").

ok

2> c(proper_ws_autogen).

{ok,proper_ws_autogen}

3> proper:quickcheck(proper_ws_autogen:prop_ChangeCookingUnit_responds()).

..... (100 dots) .....

OK: Passed 100 test(s).

true⌦⌃ ⇧
As we can see, the change cooking unit web service was invoked 100 times with random arguments

and returned a correctly formed result each time.
Now for an example of a service that crashes, we created our own web service using eclipse and

tomcat. This example is a variation of a faulty lists:delete/2 function [8], which we also used to
ensure similar behaviour when testing traditional programs and web services using PropEr.

We created a simple Java implementation of the web service logic, to make it directly comparable
with the original Erlang implementation:

1 public Class Delete {

2 private String delete(String in, char c, StringBuffer acc) {

3 if (in.equals("")) {

4 return acc.toString();

5 }

6 else if (in.charAt(0) == c) {

7 return acc.toString().concat(in.substring(1));

8 }

9 else {

10 return delete(in.substring(1), c, acc.append(in.charAt(0)));

11 }

12 }

13

14 public String delete(String in, String c) {

15 return delete(in, c.charAt(0), new StringBuffer(""));

16 }

17 }

We used this code to implement and publish a simple web service in tomcat. After using our tool to
handle the WSDL specification of this web service, the output file was the one shown in Figure 3:

Calling PropEr to quickcheck this property reveals a flaw in our implementation.⌥ ⌅
4> proper:quickcheck(proper_ws_autogen:prop_delete_responds()).

.!

Failed: After 2 test(s).

[[46],[]]

Shrinking .(1 time(s))

[[],[]]

false⌦⌃ ⇧
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1 -module(proper_ws_autogen).

2

3 -export([call_delete/1, call_delete/2, answer_delete/1]).

4

5 -include_lib("proper/include/proper.hrl").

6 -include("proper_ws_autogen.hrl").

7

8 -define(WSDL_URL, "http://localhost:8080/DeleteProject/services/Delete?WSDL").

9

10 generate_delete_1_in() ->

11 list(integer(32, 127)).

12

13 generate_delete_1_c() ->

14 list(integer(32, 127)).

15

16 generate_delete_1() ->

17 ?LET({Pr_delete_1_in, Pr_delete_1_c},

18 {generate_delete_1_in(), generate_delete_1_c()},

19 [Pr_delete_1_in, Pr_delete_1_c]).

20

21 call_delete(Arguments) ->

22 inets:start(),

23 call_delete(yaws_soap_lib:initModel(?WSDL_URL), Arguments).

24

25 call_delete(WSDL, Arguments) ->

26 yaws_soap_lib:call(WSDL, "delete", Arguments).

27

28 prop_delete_responds() ->

29 ?FORALL(Args, generate_delete_1(),

30 case call_delete(Args) of

31 {ok, _Attribs, [#soap:Fault()]} -> false;

32 {ok, _Attribs, _Result_record} -> true;

33 _ -> false

34 end).

35

36 answer_delete({ok, _, [Answer_record]}) ->

37 Answer_record.

Figure 3: Auto-generated test file for the lists:delete/2 web service.

In our implementation we assume that the string c which is supposed to contain at its first character
the character that should be removed from the string, is not empty. We have two options of fixing it,
either fix our implementation, or remove this test case from the generator. To demonstrate how easy it is
to change the generators created by the extension we choose the latter. We change the generator of c to:

10 generate_delete_1_c() ->

11 ?LET(Len, range(1, 1), vector(Len, integer(32, 127))).

We could change its second argument to range(1,inf) or actually remove the ?LET macro, but
we would need to be careful not to actually change the output of the generator to a char instead of a
non-empty char list.

Now only valid test cases are created. Testing the response property again we get:
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⌥ ⌅
5> proper:quickcheck(proper_ws_autogen:prop_delete_responds()).

..... (100 dots) .....

OK: Passed 100 test(s).

true⌦⌃ ⇧
5 Related Work

Research in testing web services has seen a lot of growth in the past few years. A variety of tools has
emerged handling disparate aspects of testing, from functional to integration and regression testing; cf.
a survey on the subject [4]. Our tool can handle automatic functional testing with structurally valid test
cases created based on the WSDL specification of a web service. Prior research work using a similar
idea includes the work of Bartolini et al. [1] and of Ma et al. [7]. Most existing tools have expanded
on the idea of generating XML messages based on a static analysis of the WSDL specification. Most of
them, however, lack in the aspect of validating the results of the web service and just present them to the
user for inspection.

Amongst the existing frameworks and tools in the area, there are a few that stand out. Most notably,
SoapUI [12], one of the most complete testing frameworks that can handle semi-automated functional
testing, amongst other things. This tool however does not automatically generate sample test cases,
just aids the user in doing so. Other tools, such as WSDLTest [11] are similar to ours in generation
strategy, yet user input happens for every script if modifications and assertions (for output validation)
are needed. Our tool, creates generators that allow random test case creation, while any modification
by the user to refine the generators needs to take place only once and will be valid for all the SOAP
messages generated. Another category of tools is the one that contains WS-Taxi [2]. This is one of the
first tools to have been created based on the idea of WSDL-based testing. WS-Taxi was first outlined in
2007 [3], but as stated in the related papers, while it provides automatic data generation, the tool lacks a
test oracle. Finally, there is a couple of papers and a tool that use Haskell’s QuickCheck to do automatic
test case generation. The idea of Zhang et al. [16] is largely similar to our own: use a property-based
testing tool to create generators that allow for automatic testing. The tool that spawned from this effort,
monadWS [15], contains a promising comparison with SoapUI and SoapTest, yet also does not utilize
the power of QuickCheck for deeper validation of the results returned by the web service.

All in all, what makes our tool stand out from the rest is that it was designed for use with a property
based testing tools with the power of PropEr. Our tool handles automatic test data generation as effi-
ciently and automatically as many other available tools, yet its design will allow for faster and powerful
testing, using properties to automatically validate an arbitrary number of progressively more complex
test cases.

6 Concluding Remarks and Future Work

We demonstrated how our tool can be used to automatically test web services, with a different approach
than the existing tools on the market. Using our tool, we were able to successfully test a large number
of web services available for free, mostly in webservicex.net. From the 30+ web services we attempted
to test, all but one proved to respond with valid SOAP for all random inputs provided by PropEr. The
inability to test the remaining one, resulted from the existence of a special (german) character in the
WSDL specification. This character was not handled correctly by Yaws, which exited with an error.
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One course for future work is to perfect test case generation. Our tool, while still under development,
can successfully test all free web services it was tried against, handling most types and constraining facets
appearing in XSD schemas. However, some types that are not frequently encountered — like some date
formats or the pattern constraining facet — are yet to be handled by our tool and need to be addressed.

Another idea we are currently working on, is to expand on the functionality that is tested automati-
cally. The WSDL specification contains information not only about the input message types, but also the
output ones. Using this information we could create properties that automatically verify not only that the
web service returns a valid SOAP structure, but that the information inside is correctly typed.

Our main goal now, however, is to handle property-based testing of web services using our tool and
figure out in which areas our tool could aid the user even further. Successful property-based testing
would be a huge asset for web service testers, speeding up the time needed to create test cases and doing
the actual testing significantly.
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The main information of a webpage is usually mixed between menus, advertisements, panels, and
other not necessarily related information; and it is often difficult to automatically isolate this infor-
mation. This is precisely the objective of content extraction, a research area of widely interest due
to its many applications. Content extraction is useful not only for the final human user, but it is also
frequently used as a preprocessing stage of different systems that need to extract the main content
in a web document to avoid the treatment and processing of other useless information. Another in-
teresting application where content extraction is particularly used is displaying webpages in small
screens such as mobile phones or PDAs. In this work we present a new technique for content extrac-
tion that uses the DOM tree of the webpage to analyze the hierarchical relations of the elements in
the webpage. Thanks to this information, the technique achieves a considerable recall and precision.
Using the DOM structure for content extraction gives us the benefits of other approaches based on
the syntax of the webpage (such as characters, words and tags), but it also gives us a very precise
information regarding the related components in a block, thus, producing very cohesive blocks.

1 Introduction

Content Extraction is one of the major areas of interest in the Web for both the scientific and industrial
communities. This interest is due to the useful applications of this discipline. Essentially, content extrac-
tion is the process of determining what parts of a webpage contain the main textual content, thus ignoring
additional context such as menus, status bars, advertisements, sponsored information, etc. Content ex-
traction is a particular case of a more general discipline called Block Detection that tries to isolate every
information block in a webpage. For instance, observe the blocks that form the webpage in Figure 1, and
in particular, the main block delimited with a dashed line. Note that inside the main block there are other
blocks that should be discarded.

It has been measured that almost 40-50% of the components of a webpage can be considered ir-
relevant [9]. Therefore, determining the main block of a webpage is very useful for indexers and text
analyzers to increase their performance by only processing relevant information. Other interesting ap-
plications are the extraction of the main content of a webpage to be suitably displayed in a small device
such as a PDA or a mobile phone; and the extraction of the relevant content to make the webpage more
accessible for visually impaired or blind.

Our technique combines ideas from other works such as [13, 14], and it also uses additional informa-
tion that is explicit in the DOM tree of webpages, and that allows the technique to produce very accurate
results.

In summary, the main advantages of our technique are the following:

• It does not make assumptions about the particular structure of webpages.
⇤This work has been partially supported by the Spanish Ministerio de Ciencia e Innovación under grant TIN2008-06622-

C03-02 and by the Generalitat Valenciana under grant PROMETEO/2011/052. David insa was partially supported by the
Ministerio de Educación under grant FPU AP2010-4415.
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Figure 1: Blocks of a webpage from the New York Times website

• It only needs to process a single webpage (no templates, no other webpages of the same website
are needed).

• No preprocessing stages are needed. The technique can work online.

• It is fully language independent (it can work with pages written in English, German, etc.).

• The particular text formatting of the webpage does not influence the performance of the technique.

The rest of the paper has been structured as follows: In Section 2 we discuss the state of the art and
show some problems of current techniques that can be solved with our approach. In Section 3 we recall
the DOM model and provide some useful notation. Then, we present our algorithms and explain the
technique with examples in Section 4. In Section 5 we give some details about the implementation and
show the results obtained with a collection of benchmarks. Section 6 presents three interesting cases of
study using our tool. Finally, Section 7 concludes.

2 Related Work

Many different techniques have been proposed to solve the problem of content extraction. Some of them
are based on the assumption that the webpage has a particular structure (e.g., based on table markup-
tags) [10], that the main content text is continuous [11], that the system knows a priori the format of the
webpage [10], or even that the whole website to which the webpage belongs is based on the use of some
template that is repeated [12]. This allows the system to analyze several webpages and try to deduce the
template of the webpage in order to discard menus and other repeated blocks.

The main problem of these approaches is a big loss of generality. In general, they require to pre-
viously know or parse the webpages, or they require the webpage to have a particular structure. This
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is very inconvenient because modern webpages are mainly based on <div> tags that do not require
to be hierarchically organized (as in the table-based design). Moreover, nowadays, many webpages are
automatically and dynamically generated and thus it is often impossible to analyze the webpages a priori.

There are, however, other approaches that are able to work online (i.e., with any webpage) and in
real-time (i.e., without the need to preprocess the webpages or know their structure). One of these
approaches is the technique presented in [13]. This technique uses a content code vector (CCV) that
represents all characters in a document determining whether they are content or code. With the CCV,
they compute a content code ratio to identify the amount of code and content that surrounds the elements
of the CCV. Finally, with this information, they can determine what parts of the document contain the
main content. Another powerful approach also based on the labeling of the characters of a document has
been presented in [14]. This work is based on the use of tag ratios (TR). Given a webpage, the TR is
computed for each line with the number of non-HTML-tag characters divided by the number of HTML-
tags. The main problem of the approaches based on characters or lines such as these two, or words such
as [16], is the fact of completely ignoring the structure of the webpage. Using characters or words as
independent information units and ignoring their interrelations produces an important loss of information
that is present and explicit in the webpage, and that makes the system to fail in many situations.

Example 2.1 Consider the following portion of a source code extracted from an IEEE’s webpage:
<body>

(...)

<div id="maincontent">

<a name="Abstract"><h2>Abstract</h2></a>

<p>Most HTML documents (...)

(...)

(...) delivers the best results.</p>

</div>

<div id="footer">

<p class="bottomstuff">Copyright IEEE. All rights are (...) </p>

<p class="links">

<a href="IEEE Xplore.html" target="blank">Help</a> |

<a href="/xpl/techform.jsp">Contact Us</a> | (...)

</div>

(...)

</body>

Figure 2: Tag ratios
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The tag ratios associated with this webpage are shown in Figure 2. Observe that the initial part of the
footer (which is not part of the main content) is classified as part of the main content because it starts
with a high tag ratio. Unfortunately, this method does not take into account the information provided
by tags, and thus, it fails to infer that the footer text belongs to a different < div > from the other text
classified as relevant.

The distribution of the code between the lines of a webpage is not necessarily the one expected by
the user. The format of the HTML code can be completely unbalanced (i.e., without tabulations, spaces
or even carriage returns), specially when it is generated by a non-human directed system. As a common
example, the reader can see the source code of the main Google’s webpage. At the time of writing these
lines, all the code of the webpage is distributed in only a few lines without any legible structure. In this
kind of webpages tag ratios are useless.

In this work, we solve this situation by using a ratio similar to the tag ratio but based on the DOM
structure of the webpage. This allows our approach to keep the good properties of the tag ratios approach,
but it also solves the problems shown in the previous example because the technique combines the com-
puted ratios with the information of the DOM tree. In particular, because the DOM tree is independent
of the distribution of the code between the lines of the HTML webpage, our technique is able to work
with any webpage independently of how the webpage was generated or formatted.

It should be clear that—as it happens in the other approaches—the technique could fail to detect the
main block if other block (e.g., the footer) contains more text density that the real main block. But our
technique easily distinguishes between different blocks (thanks to the DOM information), and it does not
mix information from different blocks as in Example 3.2.

Although essentially different to our work, there exist other techniques that make use of the DOM
structure, and thus, they could exploit the same information as our technique. The most similar approach
is the one presented in [15]. This approach presents a proxy server that implements a set of filters for
HTML documents. These filters include HTML cleaning (e.g., removing images, scripts, etc.), HTML
refactoring (e.g., removing empty tables), and deleting advertisements (e.g., with a blacklist of URLs
that allow them to remove external publicity content). Some of these transformations are used by our
technique, but the objective is different, we do not want to clean, improve or transform the original
webpage; our goal is to detect the main content and remove all the other components of the webpage.
Also the implementation is different, our tool is not based on a proxy server; it is implemented in the
client side, and thus it is independent of any external resource.

There are some approaches specialized for a particular content such as tables that are somehow
related to our work. They do not focus on block detection but on content extraction from tables [3], or on
wrappers induction [8, 2]. Other related approaches are based on statistical models [7, 5] and machine
learning techniques [1, 4] and they use densitometric features such as link density and text features such
as number of words starting with an uppercase letter [6].

3 The DOM tree

The Document Object Model (DOM) [17] is an API that provides programmers with a standard set of
objects for the representation of HTML and XML documents. Our technique is based on the use of
DOM as the model for representing webpages. Given a webpage, it is completely automatic to produce
its associated DOM structure and vice-versa. In fact, current browsers automatically produce the DOM
structure of all loaded webpages before they are processed.

The DOM structure of a given webpage is a tree where all the elements of the webpage are repre-
sented (included scripts and CSS styles) hierarchically. This means that a table that contains another
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table is represented with a node with a successor that represents the internal table. Essentially, nodes in
the DOM tree can be of two types: tag nodes, and text nodes.1 Tag nodes represent the HTML tags of a
HTML document and they contain all the information associated with the tags (e.g., its attributes). Text
nodes are always leaves in the DOM tree because they cannot contain other nodes. This is an important
property of DOM trees that we exploit in our algorithms.

Definition 3.1 (DOM Tree) Given an HTML document D, the DOM tree t = (N,E) of D is a pair with
a finite set of nodes N that contain either HTML tags (including their attributes) or text; and a finite set
of edges E such that (n ! n0) 2 E, with n,n0 2 N if and only if the tag or text associated with n0 is inside
the tag associated with n in D. The reflexive and transitive closure of E is represented with E⇤.

For the purpose of this work, it does not matter how the DOM tree is built. In practice, the DOM’s
API provides mechanisms to add nodes and attributes, and provides methods to explore and extract
information from the tree.

Example 3.2 Consider the following portion of a source code extracted from the entry “information
retrieval” at Wikipedia:

<body>

<h1 id="firstHeading" class="firstHeading"> Information retrieval</h1>

<div id="content">

<p><b>Information retrieval</b>

(IR) is the science of searching for documents, for information within documents,

and for metadata about documents (...)

</div>

<div class="portal" id="p-lang">

<h5>Languages</h5> (....)

</div>

<div id="footer">

<li id="footer-info-lastmod"> This page was last modified on 15 April 2011 at 23:32.</li>

<li id="footer-info-copyright">Text is available under the

<a rel="license"> Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike License</a>

additional terms may apply. See Terms of Use for (....)

</div>

</body>

A portion of the associated DOM tree is depicted in Figure 3 (attributes are omitted, and only the most
important nodes are labeled with their ids). For the time being the reader can ignore the different colors
and borders of nodes.

4 Content extraction using DOM trees

In this section we formalize our technique for content extraction. The technique is based on the notion of
chars-nodes ratio (CNR), which shows the relation between text content and tags content of each node
in the DOM tree.

Definition 4.1 (chars-nodes ratio) Given a DOM tree (N,E), a node n 2 N and the set of nodes M ✓ N
that form the subtree rooted at n (M = {n0 2 N | (n ! n0) 2 E⇤}), the chars-nodes ratio of n is
chars/weight; where chars is the number of characters in the text nodes of M, and weight is the cardi-
nality of M.

1We make this assumption for simplicity of presentation. In the current DOM model, there are 12 types of nodes, including
the type text.
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Figure 3: DOM representation of the Wikipedia’s information retrieval webpage

The interesting property of this definition, is that it considers nodes as blocks where the internal
information is grouped and indivisible using the DOM structure. Therefore, the CNR of an internal
node, takes into account all the text and tags included in its descendants. Note also that the CNR of a
node n, CNR(n), with a single child n1 is always smaller than CNR(n1) because n cannot contain text.
However, if n has several children n1...nc, then CNR(n) can be greater than CNR(n1) depending on the
amount of text in the other children. This is very useful, because it allows us to detect blocks of relevant
content, even if some nodes without text belong to the block.

Now, we are in a position to describe our method for content extraction. (i) We first compute the
CNR for each node in the DOM tree. Then, (ii) we select those nodes with a higher CNR and, starting
from them, we traverse the DOM tree bottom-up to find the best container nodes (e.g., tables, divs, etc.)
that, roughly, contain as more relevant text as possible and less nodes as possible. Each of these container
nodes represents an HTML block. Finally, (iii) we choose the block with more relevant content. All three
steps can be done with a cost linear with the size of the DOM tree.

The first step is computed with a cost O(N). With a single traversal of the tree, it ignores irrelevant
code that should not be counted as text (such as Javascript), and it computes the CNRs. Even though, the
computation of the CNR seems to be trivial because the DOM model’s API has a method to obtain the text
content of a node, this method cannot discriminate between different kinds of text contents (e.g., plain
text, scripts, CSS...). Moreover, there does not exist a method to calculate the number of descendants
of a given node; therefore, the computation of CNRs is done with a cumulative and recursive process
that explores the DOM tree counting the text and descendants of each node. This process also allows
us to detect irrelevant nodes that we call “nonContentNode”. They are, for instance, nodes without text
(e.g., img), nodes mainly used for menus (e.g., nav and a) and irrelevant nodes (e.g., script, video and
svg). This is an important advantage over other techniques that rely on the analysis of single characters
or lines. These techniques cannot ignore the noisy code if they do not perform a pre-processing stage to
delete these tags.

Algorithm 1 recursively obtains the CNR of each node starting at the root node of the DOM tree.
At each node it adds three new attributes to the node with the computed weight (weight), the number of
characters it contains (textLength), and the CNR (CNR). The number of characters is computed ignoring
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special characters such as spaces or line breaks. This makes the algorithm independent of the formatting
of the webpage (e.g., those webpages that organize the code using several spaces do not influence the
CNRs).

Algorithm 1 Algorithm to compute chars-nodes ratios
Input: A DOM tree T = (N,E) and the root node of T , root 2 N
Output: A DOM tree T 0 = (N0,E)

computeCNR(root)

function ComputeCNR(node n)
case n.nodeType of
“textNode”:

n.addAttribute(‘weight’,1);
n.addAttribute(‘textLength’,n.innerText.length);
n.addAttribute(‘CNR’,n.innerText.length);
return n;

“nonContentNode”:
n.addAttribute(‘weight’,1);
n.addAttribute(‘textLength’,0);
n.addAttribute(‘CNR’,0);
return n;

otherwise:
descendants = 1;
charCount = 0;
for each child 2 n.childNodes do

newChild= ComputeCNR(child);
charCount = charCount + newChild.textLength;
descendants = descendants + newChild.weight;

n.addAttribute(‘weight’,descendants);
n.addAttribute(‘textLength’,charCount);
n.addAttribute(‘CNR’,charCount/descendants);
return n;

The algorithm distinguishes between three kinds of nodes, namely textNode which is a kind of DOM
node that contains plain text and that is always a leaf, thus, it has weight 1; nonContentNode that repre-
sents irrelevant nodes with a CNR of 0; and the rest of nodes that represent all kinds of tags. All methods
(such as addAttribute) and attributes (such as innerText) used in the algorithm are standard in the DOM
model and have the usual meaning.

Once the CNRs are calculated, in the second step we select those nodes with a higher CNR. Then,
we propagate these nodes bottom up to discover the blocks to which they belong, and the block with
more text is selected. This means that if some nodes not belonging to the main block are included in the
selected nodes, they will be discarded in the next steps.

The computation of the container blocks is performed with Algorithm 2. Roughly, this algorithm
takes the DOM tree and the set of nodes identified in the previous step, and it removes all the nodes in
the set that are descendant of other nodes in the set (line (1)). Then, in lines (2) and (3), it proceeds
bottom-up in the tree by discarding brother nodes and collecting their parent until a fix point is reached.
This process produces a final set of nodes that represent blocks in the webpage. From all these nodes,
we take the one that contains more text (in the subtree rooted at that node) as the final block.

Example 4.2 Consider again the HTML code in Example 3.2 and its associated DOM tree shown in
Figure 3. Algorithm 1 computes the CNR associated to each node of the DOM tree. All the CNRs are
shown in Figure 4.

After we have computed the CNRs we take the top rated nodes. Let us consider that the dark nodes
in Figure 3 represent the top rated nodes. Then, we use Algorithm 2 to identify the most relevant blocks
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Algorithm 2 Identifying main content blocks
Input: A DOM tree T = (N,E) and a set of nodes S ⇢ N
Output: A set of nodes blocks ⇢ N
Initialization: blocks = S

(1) blocks = blocks\{b | (b0 ! b) 2 E⇤ with b,b0 2 blocks}
(2) while (9n 2 N . (n ! b),(n ! b0) 2 E with b,b0 2 blocks)
(3) blocks = (blocks\{b | (n ! b) 2 E})[{n}

return blocks

Figure 4: CNRs of the DOM nodes associated with the HTML code in Example 3.2

in the webpage. Initially, all the dark nodes are in the set of blocks. Then, because nodes 7 and 8 are
brothers, in the first iteration, the algorithm removes nodes 7 and 8, and it adds node 6 to the set. In the
second iteration, nodes 5 and 6 are removed, and node 2 is added. Finally, in the third iteration, nodes
2 and 3 are removed, and node 1 is added. Therefore, the final set of nodes computed by Algorithm 2
only contains the dashed nodes (1 and 4). The node that contains more text is selected as the block with
the main content of the webpage. Observe that due to the structure of the DOM tree, the final node is
often a container tag. Note also that all the nodes of this container are part of the final block, even if they
do not contain text. Therefore, the final block is a block with all the information of the initial webpage
that was placed together by the designer including related but non-textual elements such as images. The
information of other blocks is not mixed with the information of the main block due to the structure of
the DOM tree. For instance, node 4 corresponds to the footer, and it contains a lot of text. However,
although it is textually adjacent in the source code to some nodes included in the main block; it is outside
the container selected as the main content block (node 1). Therefore, node 4 is finally discarded.

5 Implementation

We have implemented the technique presented in this paper and made it publicly available, including the
source code. It was implemented as a Firefox’s plugin that can be installed in the Firefox’s browser as a
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toolbar. Then, it can filter any loaded webpage or produce information about the CNRs of the DOM tree.

The implementation allows the programmer to activate the transformations of the technique and to
parameterize them in order to adjust the amount of blocks retrieved, and the thresholds used to detect
these blocks. In order to determine the default configuration, it was initially tested with a collection of
real webpages that allowed us to tune the parameters. Then, we conducted several experiments with real
and online webpages to provide a measure of the average performance regarding recall, precision and
the F1 measure (see, e.g., [18] for a discussion on these metrics).

For the experiments, we selected from the top-most 500 visited webpages (see
http://www.alexa.com/topsites) a collection of domains with different layouts and page structures
in order to study the performance of the technique in different contexts (e.g., company’s websites, news
articles, forums, etc.). Then, we randomly selected the final evaluation set. We determined the actual
content of each webpage by downloading it and manually selecting the main content text. The DOM
tree of the selected text was then produced and used for comparison evaluation later.

Table 1 summarizes the results of the performed experiments. The first column contains the URLs
of the evaluated webpages. For each benchmark, column DOM nodes shows the number of nodes of
the whole DOM tree associated to this benchmark; column Main block shows the number of nodes
that were identified by the tool as the main block; column Recall shows the number of relevant nodes
retrieved divided by the total number of relevant nodes (i.e., in the main block); column Precision

shows the number of relevant nodes retrieved divided by the total number of retrieved nodes; finally,
column F1 shows the F1 metric that is computed as (2⇤P⇤R)/(P+R) being P the precision and R the
recall.

Experiments reveal that in many cases, the retrieved block is exactly the relevant block (F1=100%),
and in general, the recall is 100%. This means that the retrieved block often contains all the relevant
information. The average recall is 94.39 and the average precision is 74.08. These are really good
measures. For instance, with the same webpages, the best previous technique (using tag ratios [14])
produces an average recall of 92.72 and an average precision of 71.93.

Observe one important property of the experiments: in all cases, either the recall, the precision, or
both, are 100%. This phenomenon did not happen by a chance, it is a direct consequence of the way in
which the technique selects blocks. Let us consider a DOM tree where node n is the actual relevant block.
Our technique explores the DOM tree bottom-up to find this node, and only four cases are possible: (1)
If we detect node n as the main block, then both recall and precision are 100%. (2) If we choose a
node that is a descendant of n, then precision is 100%. (3) If we choose a node that is an ancestor of
n, then recall is 100%. Finally, (4) if we select a node that is not an ancestor neither a descendant of n
then both recall and precision would be 0%. This case is very rare because this would mean that there
exists a non-relevant block that contains more text than the relevant block. This never happened in all
the experiments we did.

We could take advantage of this interesting characteristic of our technique. We could parameterize
the technique to ensure that we have a 100% recall, or to ensure that we have a 100% precision depending
on the applications where it is used. This can be easily done by making Algorithm 2 to be more restrictive
(i.e., selecting blocks closer to the leaves, thus, ensuring 100% precision), or more relaxed (i.e., selecting
blocks closer to the root, thus, ensuring 100% recall).

All the information related to the experiments, the source code of the benchmarks, the source code
of the tool and other material can be found at http://users.dsic.upv.es/~jsilva/CNR
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Benchmark DOM nodes Main block Recall Precision F1
www.wikipedia.org 870 nodes 712 nodes 100 % 100 % 100 %
www.facebook.com 744 nodes 293 nodes 28.6 % 100 % 44.47 %
www.nytimes.com 742 nodes 217 nodes 100 % 49.7 % 66.39 %
www.engadget.com 2897 nodes 1345 nodes 100 % 100 % 100 %
us.gizmodo.com 2205 nodes 1375 nodes 100 % 84 % 91.3 %
googleblog.blogspot.com 1138 nodes 743 nodes 100 % 100 % 100 %
www.bbc.co.uk 401 nodes 111 nodes 100 % 4.98 % 9.49 %
www.vidaextra.com 1144 nodes 602 nodes 100 % 100 % 100 %
www.gizmologia.com 926 nodes 415 nodes 100 % 100 % 100 %
www.elpais.com 3017 nodes 120 nodes 100 % 100 % 100 %
www.elmundo.es 1722 nodes 416 nodes 100 % 100 % 100 %
www.ox.ac.uk 279 nodes 30 nodes 100 % 28 % 43.75 %
www.thefreedictionary.com 1170 nodes 509 nodes 100 % 100 % 100 %
www.nlm.nih.gov 320 nodes 156 nodes 100 % 56.52 % 71.56 %
www.scielosp.org 563 nodes 458 nodes 100 % 100 % 100 %
www.wordreference.com 269 nodes 95 nodes 100 % 57.23 % 72.79 %
en.citizendium.org 1645 nodes 1478 nodes 100 % 100 % 100 %
knol.google.com 601 nodes 219 nodes 100 % 100 % 100 %
www.healthopedia.com 557 nodes 21 nodes 100 % 21 % 34.7 %
www.filmaffinity.com 1198 nodes 153 nodes 100 % 100 % 100 %
www.umm.edu 290 nodes 30 nodes 100 % 22.22 % 36.42 %
www.microsiervos.com 604 nodes 382 nodes 100 % 68.83 % 81.54 %
abcnews.go.com 907 nodes 102 nodes 100 % 44.16 % 61.27 %
www.latimes.com 1056 nodes 22 nodes 100 % 100 % 100 %
www.philly.com 378 nodes 30 nodes 100 % 100 % 100 %
www.blogdecine.com 1567 nodes 24 nodes 100 % 8.33 % 15.38 %
www.cnn.com 597 nodes 248 nodes 100 % 67.21 % 80.39 %
www.lashorasperdidas.com 87 nodes 30 nodes 100 % 100 % 100 %
www.cbc.ca 847 nodes 138 nodes 100 % 100 % 100 %
www.appleweblog.com 1013 nodes 475 nodes 5.9 % 100 % 11.15 %
www.applesfera.com 1215 nodes 721 nodes 7.49 % 100 % 13.94 %
www.guardian.co.uk 1111 nodes 59 nodes 100 % 100 % 100 %
www.news.cnet.com 2023 nodes 169 nodes 100 % 71.01 % 83.05 %
www.venturebeat.com 263 nodes 107 nodes 100 % 100 % 100 %
www.computerworld.com 558 nodes 62 nodes 100 % 100 % 100 %
www.usatoday.com 1118 nodes 523 nodes 100 % 100 % 100 %
www.cbssports.com 1450 nodes 232 nodes 100 % 67.05 % 80.28 %
www.nationalfootballpost.com 565 nodes 23 nodes 100 % 9.62 % 17.55 %
ncaabasketball.fanhouse.com 885 nodes 78 nodes 100 % 40.20 % 57.35 %
www.sportingnews.com 1394 nodes 79 nodes 100 % 72.48 % 84.05 %
www.hoopsworld.com 629 nodes 112 nodes 100 % 100 % 100 %
profootballtalk.nbcsports.com 394 nodes 28 nodes 100 % 45.17 % 62.23 %
www.thehollywoodgossip.com 362 nodes 44 nodes 100 % 100 % 100 %
www.rollingstone.com 993 nodes 29 nodes 100 % 20.42 % 33.92 %
popwatch.ew.com 919 nodes 93 nodes 100 % 100 % 100 %
www.people.com 923 nodes 56 nodes 100 % 32 % 48.49 %
www.cinemablend.com 495 nodes 59 nodes 100 % 37.34 % 54.38 %

Table 1: Benchmark results

6 Cases of Study

This section provides three real examples of content extraction using our technique. The scenarios have
been selected to show what is the information that the user gets when the technique works well, when it
includes more information than needed, and when it loses some information.
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Content extraction from Wikipedia

The first scenario is the most common situation. It happens when both the precision and the recall
are 100%, thus the content extracted is exactly the main content. This situation happens around 50%
of the times. As an example, observe in Figure 5 that the main webpage of Wikipedia has been filtered
and both the horizontal and vertical menus have been removed. All the advertisements have been also
removed.

Figure 5: Main webpage of Wikipedia (left) and its filtered version (right)

Content extraction from Filmaffinity

The recall of the technique is 100% in 94% of the cases. This means that the main content is normally
recovered. However, sometimes the technique recovers some extra content. This extra content is usually
around the main content and sometimes is a layer that the designer of the webpage inserted in the middle
of the main content. It often shows a picture or video related to the main content, but sometimes it is just
an advertisement. This is clearly a bad design policy used by the programmer that avoids to correctly
reuse the code. However, we believe that it is done on purpose to ensure that those webpages that reuse
the main content will force the user to see the advertisements.

We can observe this phenomenon in Figure 6. Observe how this webpage taken from Filmaffinity has
been almost perfectly filtered. Everything except the main content has been removed with one exception:
the top advertisement panel. In those experiments where the tool did include more information than
needed, it was usually caused by this situation. It usually included the main content and some additional
container (usually a div label) with extra information.

Content extraction from BBC

It is difficult that the technique loses some information from the main content. This only happens
6% of the times. An example of this scenario is shown in Figure 7. Observe that the title of the article is
missing in the content extracted. In order to assist the user in these rare cases, we added two buttons to
the tool that allows her to increase or decrease the amount of information shown. In this case, by clicking
on the ‘increase information’ button, the whole main content would be perfectly displayed.

The implementation of these buttons is trivial, but they are really useful to provide the user with
control over the retrieved information. As explained before, the main content extracted can be repre-
sented with a single node of the DOM tree (i.e., this node and all the descendants are the main content).
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Figure 6: Filmaffinity’s webpage (left) and its filtered version (right)

Increasing the amount of information shown is done by selecting the parent of this node as the new main
content. Observe that the new node is necessarily an HTML container. Analogously, decreasing the
information shown is done by selecting the child node with a higher CNR.

Figure 7: News article at BBC’s webpage (left) and its filtered version (right)
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7 Conclusions

Content extraction is useful not only for the final user, but also for many systems and tools such as
indexers as a preliminary stage. It extracts the relevant part of a webpage allowing us to ignore the rest
of content that can become useless, irrelevant, or even worst, noisy. In this work, we have presented a
new technique for content extraction that uses the DOM structure of the webpage to identify the blocks
that group those nodes with a higher proportion of text.

The DOM structure allows us to improve the detection of blocks, but it also allows us to discard parts
of the webpage that have a big amount of textual information but belong to other HTML containers. Our
implementation and experiments have shown the usefulness of the technique.

The technique could be used not only for content extraction, but also for blocks detection. It could
detect all blocks in a webpage by applying the presented algorithms iteratively to detect one block after
the other. In this way, we could detect the most relevant block; then, remove from the DOM tree all its
nodes, and detect the next relevant block in the remaining DOM tree. This process would identify all
blocks in relevant order. Another interesting open line of research is using the technique to detect the
menus of a webpage. A preliminary study showed that instead of using a ratio characters/nodes, we could
use a ratio hyperlinks/nodes to discover big concentrations of links in the DOM tree. If we collect those
concentrations of links where the links contain less characters, we will find the menus of the webpage.
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